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R unning clinic Thursday"Zit
for women only
See story on page 8

M.C. Garrott completes
his series on D-Day

4

LBL's arts and crafts fest
to be held this weekend
See story on page 2

See column On page 3
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Officials seek 'unified voice

Chamber presses state for road remedies
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Having seen what a concerted effort by others
could do in the case of the Ky. 80 overpass, the
local chamber of commerce is trying to gather
government support to remedy.what it sees as
another transportation problem.
The chamber recently passed two resolutions
asking the state to take action on two area
transportation improvements. One asks the state
to widen from two to four lanes the planned 641
bypass to the Purchase Parkway at Benton, provide for a southbound exit onto the parkway, and
eliminate the planned 20-cent toll for use of the
bypass ( it has already been 4educed from 50
cents). The other asks that the state extend Glendale Road eastward to connect with Ky. 121.
Chamber officials see the parkway resolution
as of great importance both to travelers and to
the county's economic vitality. Industrial firms
need the southbound exit in order to improve
their access to distribution points in the South,
they say The new Briggs & Stratton plant is a
noteworthy case in point, though established
firms such as Fisher-Price and Ryan Milk would
also benefit, according to the chamber.
-"It really affects our capability to attract
tourists and ship freight in and out of plants
located here." said Melvin Henley, president of
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce.
.As for the Glendale connector to 121, it would
alleviate the tremendous volume of traffic that
will be detoured onto Sycamore Street when

work on widening 641 begins late this year, explained chamber Executive Vice President
Steve Zea. And it would facilitate traffic to the
southside shopping district, said Henley.
In unanimously adopting the resolutions, the
chamber directed they be submitted to the
Calloway County Fiscal Court and the Murray
City Council for consideration. The idea is to
build a unified constituency of business and
government to exert a good deal of pressure on
Gov. Martha Layne Collins and transportation
Secretary Floyd Poore.
"We want to get a group together and go to
Frankfort unified," said Zea.
The results such a unified effort brought about
for the 641-Ky. 80 intersection, where Collins and
Poore have pledged to build an overpass to
eliminate a hazardous intersection, have not
been lost on the local chamber. In fact, some
members' are rankled at the state's spending
millions on that project while doing what they
see as half a job on-the Benton bypass. The
bypass has been planned to have four lanes foronly about half its length-, and to have only a northbound exit. Addition of ramps and widening
have been proposed for a later date.
"I don't think we're being treated fairly, and I
think a lot of people don't think we're being
treated fairly," Henley remarked. "641 is supposed to be our access to the parkway and I-24,
and here we are going to two lanes and a toll to
get our access....I suppose we're the only
regional university in the state of Kentucky that

doesn't have four-lane access to an interstate."
Calloway isn't the only county concerned about
the Benton bypass as planned. Marshall County
Judge-Executive Mike Miller said he is bothered
not only about the two-lane portion and the
20-cent toll, but also by the fact the bypass will
cross Highway 58 without an overpass.
"We just went through that in Hardin ( with the
641.80 intersectiOn 1," Miller Said. "We don't
want to appear to be crying all the time. We just
want to make a safe road, but one that will be accessible to everyone concerned. We'd just like to
see it completed right the first time."
Miller said he would probably discuss the matter at his next fiscal court meeting.
John Puryear, district engineer for the state
transportation department, pointed out that his
office's recommendation for a southbound exit
ramp has already been rejected by the central
office. Given that and the fact the 20-cent toll was
just adopted, it is doubtful those measures will
change in the near future, he said.
.
However, Puryear said, "I don't think it would
be unreasonable to assume there's a possibility
of changing the section' planned for two lanes to
four lanes." He said his office has verbally made
that recommendation to the central office.
About 1.5 miles each of four-lane and two-lane
are proposed for the bypass, which will run from
south of Benton to the Purchase Parkway. Total
length of the bypass will be 3.64 miles, at a cost of
$4.2 million. It is under construction and officials
hope it will be completed by the fall.
Making the entire bypass four-lane would

somewhat placate the chamber, but the lack of a
southbound exit toward Mayfield and other
points south would remain a serious impediment
to local industry, officials feel. The chamber
resolution prominently mentions the planned
location in Murray of Briggs 8t Stratton, which
will send most of its finished product south, said
Zea.
.
.
.
"Briggs & Stratton moved to this part of the
country because of being nearer to their suppliers and having the capability of truck
shipments that wouldn't be too long," Henley
pointed out.
A lot of industrial freight comes to Murray as
well, Zea pointed out. Without the additional
ramps, traffic from the south, as well as that going south, would have to go through Benton as it
now does. That transportation bottleneck would
not only hurt existing industry, but would hurt
the county's efforts to attract new industries and
jobs here, officials say.
Transportation problems for local industry is
not a new problem. Henley adds. An important
factor in the departure Of the former Tappan
plant, Whose old facility Briggs & Stratton is
moving into, was the lack of accessible transportation in West Kentucky, according to Henley.
Mayor Holmes Ellis supports the resolutions.
He proposed at an April Purchase Area Development District meeting that the state consider the
bypass changes cited by the chamber, and has
been trying to obtain state funding for a Glendale
Road extension for some time.

Jackson supporter says Collins
should give up convention chair
By MARK R.CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Democratic Party officials say they have done all
they can to appease supporters
of the Rev. Jesse Jackson who
want more delegates for their
candidate selected to the national nominating convention.
But those concessions were
not enough on Monday to pre-vent the state's-highest elected
black from blasting the party
and its delegate-selection process and calling for the resignation of Gov. Martha Layne Collins as chairman of the July convention in San Francisco.
State Sen. Georgia Powers of
Louisville said the insensitivity
of the party to the concerns of
Jackson supporters indicates
that the party is willing to abandon the hope of sending blacks to
the polls in November to support
Democratic candidates.
"Thus far, the Democratic
Party has made it clear that it is
prepared to commit suicide by
Ignoring this movement," Mrs.
Powers said during a speech at
the State Central Executive
Committee meeting on Monday.
"We have therefore reached
the conclusion that because of
the humiliating reception to our
just requests, we will be treated
as second-class citizens no
longer," Mrs. Powers said.
"Gov. Collins has put the good
old boys in charge since her
election and also in charge of the

Court ruling
called blow
to civil rights
PLANT PAINTING — Local artists Kaiti
Slater and David Phillips recently received a
commission from Fisher-Price of Murray to
paint murals of company toys around the
plant. Slater. from Little Silver, N.J.. and
Phillips,from Paducah, are painting large toy
ensembles on the walls. They say the work is
"very challenging and, rewarding and the
Fisherr Price people are all very much involved and helpful." Slater is a Murray State
junior majoring in art-while Phillips is a re•
cent MSI' graduate in art.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

By the Associated Press
The Supreme Court said today
that "last-hired, first-fired"
seniority plans may not be
scrapped when hard times hit to
protect affirmative action programs aimed at giving blacks
and women special preferences
to make up for past
discrimination.
By a 6-3 vote, the justices ruled that the Memphis Fire
Department. wrongly insulated
blacks from possible layoffs or
demotions_ when that Tennessee
..city was -bit. by an economic
crisis.
4
Today's ruling represents a
momentous defeat for civil
right% and feminist organizations but a vIttory for the
Reagan administration.
.

Kentucky Democratic Party.
We no longer can wait for unfulfilled promises."
The Democratic National
Committee should scrutinize
Mrs. Collins' record in hiring
blacks for her administration,
Mrs. Powers said.
"They will find that this
record is atrocious and not fitting for a national spokesperson," Mrs. Powers said. "We
call bri GOVT conths to- resign as chairperson of the Democratic
National Convention and we ask
the Democratic National Committee to select a convention
chairperson who is more
representative of the ideals of
the Democratic Party."
In a prepared statement
released by her office. Mrs. Collins did not directly respond to
the call for her resignation, saying only that having a Ken-

tuckian chair the convention, "is
an honor to the state and its
people."
Mrs. Collins said the
guidelines governing selection
of delegates, "are national party
rules, and not ours to break."
The governor also defended
her hiring practices. "The Collins administration has placed
many blacks into positions of
leadership in state government,
Ineluditig- the -seffel.a.FY
the deputy comtnissioner level,
the director level — throughout
state government," the release
said.
Mrs. Collins was in
Washington on Monday.
After the long and complicated selection process, only
six Jackson delegates were
chosen from Kentucky. Jackettc
supporters wanted an additional
10 delegates.

TVA puts on hiring freeze
KNOXVILLE, Term. (AP —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
has imposed an indefinite hiring
freeze on all departments of the
seven-state utility,officials said.
TVA General Manager Bill
Willis announced the hiring
freeze on Monday and said it
would last at least for the duration of a massive rebrganization
of TVA offices.
That reorganization is forcing

the transfer of hundreds of Staff
members as well as some
layoffs and led to a previous hiring freeze for the new Office of
Power and Engineering.
Willis said supervisors are being asked to notify TVA's personnel office of vacancies so
employees facing layoffs can be
considered for transfers.
TVA employment at the end of
April was 33,679 persons.
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Today: Mostly sunny, hazy
and humid. Highs in the upper 80s and low 90s. South
winds 5 to 15 mph.
Tonfght: Mostly clear.
Lows in the low 70s. South
winds 5 to 10 mph.
" Wednesday: Partly sunny.
hot and humid with a 70 percent chance of afternoon and
evening thunderstorms.

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of Tho Murray Lodger &
MIMS by 530 p.m. Monday Friday or by 3:30 p.m, Saturday
•
are urged to call 753.1916 betLAKE LEVELS
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6' p.m..
Kentucky Lake
359.3
Monday through Friday, or '.
Barkley Lake
359.5
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m -Saturdays.
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Artists, craftsmen hit LBL this week

S.ANIPLING THE FOOD — Nearly 300 school food service
employees attended a two-day workshop last week at Calloway
County Middle School. A special treat was a luncheon featuring
items prepared from commodities. Local participants included
Ladeen Spann. front of line, manager of the Murray Middle
School cafeteria and Earnestine Hargis, second from right,
manager of North Calloway County Elementary School.

Food workshop hosted

-07mmimpo* .40100

About 275 school food service
employees from west Kentucky
met last week at Calloway County Middle School for a workshop
sponsored by the state Department. of Education, division of
school food service, in cooperation with the state Department
of Agriculture, division of food
distribution.
The workshop, held on
Wednesday and Thursday, was
one of about a dozen to be conducted in the Commonwealth
this year.
In addition to school foodservice personnel, several teachers
and school administrators from
west Kentucky schools, as well
as representative from the two
state departments attended.
The workshop focused on
meat and protein in school lunches and special features included meat, egg and dairy product demonstrations.
Conducting the demonstration
on meat was Elizabeth Glier of
Kentucky Meat Processors in
Covington. The egg demonstration was presented by Patricia
Crawford of the Kentucky Egg
Board in Lexington and,
representing the Southeast
Dairy Industry Association in
Atlanta, Ga., was Brenda
Blanton.
Several representative of the
USDA Donated Commodity
Foods provided lunch for
workshop participants on Thurs;
day which included sampler
foods made from commodity
products.
Faye Lowe, division of program development, served as a
teacher during the workshop.
Also present were state school
food service Director Rendell
Butler and Leigh Fleming, state
director of the division of food

distribution.
Those attending from Murray
City Schools were Codell
Williams, manager, Robertson
Elementary; Lillian Gilbert,
manager, Carter Elementary;
Ladeen Spann, manager, Murray Middle School; Alene
Hargis,,manager, Murray High
School; and Glinda Jeffrey, food
service director. Jeffrey also
taught one of the workshop's
classes.
Attending from each of the
Calloway County Schools were:
Calloway County High School
Manager Dorothy McClure, Pat
Cantrell, Sandra Stephens,
Sherry Garland, Betty Darnell,
Glenda Byerly and Jennie
Carroll.
Calloway County Middle
School Manager Mildred
Adams; Barbara Lovins, Lottie
Sheridan, Mavis Stone, Annette
Coles and Janet West.
East Calloway Elementary
School Manager Tillie Geurin.•
Peggy Geurin, Lorene Geurin;
Jerldene Mathis and Dean
Housden.
Southwest Calloway Elemen- tary School Manager Jean
Barger, Freda Armstrong and
Mary Easley.
North Calloway Elementary
School Manager Ernestine
Hargis; Delorise Boggess,
M.argie Woodall, Sue Brittian
and Charlene Melvin.
Participants presented a
special award to John Hicks who
is retiring, after 14 years, from
his position as school food service consultant with the state
department.
Administrators from each of
the schools represented were
treated to a country ham
breakfast on Thursday morning.

Craftsmen from as far away
as Arizona, Florida, and North
Carolina will be exhibiting work
in this weekend's (June 16 and
17 15th Annual Land Between
The Lakes (LBL) Arts and
Crafts Festival.
The festival, which runs from
9 a.m. to dusk Saturday and Sunday, has drawn an unusual
number of woodworking exhibits this year, according to Pat
Miller of the Murray Art Guild,
the festival's cosponsor.
"Entries usually run in
cycles," she said. "A few years
ago, everyone was making
leather goods. This year, it
seems to be woodworking."
Miller said there will also be

"It's entertaining to watch.
There will be a lot of oohs and
ahs," Shepard said. "Pieces are
glazed and placed in a heated
kiln for about 10 or 15 minutes,
then taken out and placed in
leaves, sawdust, or other
materials containing carbon. As
the glaze cools, it interacts with

junior fiddler category (59 and
under), senior fiddler category
(over 59), and banjo player and
bluegrass band categoriela.

area in LBL, just off U.S.
Highway 68 at the Eggner's
Ferry Bridge. There is no admission charge, but there will be
a $1 parking fee.

Registration for the fiddlers
contest begins at 10 a.m. Saturday. Competition is from noon to
5 p.m. The contest is sponsored
by the Jonathan-Aurora Action
Committee, radio station,
WICMS-FM, and TVA.

The 7th Annual Devils Elbow
Fiddlers Championships will be
held Saturday in conjunction
with the festival. The competition is open to fiddlers, banjo
players, and bluegrass bands.
Prize money of $800 will be
divided among winners in the

For more information on the
festival or the fiddlers championships, persons may contact'
the Arts and Crafts Festival
Coordinator, TVA, Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond,
Kentucky, 42231, phone (502)
924-5602.

Area airline's problems
described as 'unusual'

Brown seeks
FFA honors

i1

Gina Brown of Murray, a
member of the Calloway County
FFA Chapter, took another step
toward national recognition in
the FFA Prepared Public
Speaking Program recently
when her speech was submitted
for regional competition. The
program is sponsored by the
FMC Corporation of Chicago,
Illinois.
Brown was presented a $100
check as the state FFA
Prepared Public Speaking
Award winner during the state
FFA convention.
She will compete against other
state winners for one of the four
nationwide regional awards. Only one regional winner will be
selected from each of the four
FFA administrative regions.
Should she be named regional
winner, she will travel to the National FFA Convention in Kansas City this November where a

Gina Brown
panel will judge the regional applicants to select the national
winner. The winner of the national award will be presented a
plaque and a check for $300 at
the National FFA Convention in
November. Regional winners
who place second, third and
fourth on the national level will
receive $275, $250 and $225
respectively.

State Democratic delegates named
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Here is the list of delegates to
the Democratic National Convention selected Monday by the
party State Central Executive
Committee.
Unpledged party and elected
officials: Chairman Edward M.
Coleman, Vice Chairman Polly
Vicars, Sen. Wendell Ford, U.S.
Rep. Carl D. Perkins, Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane, Attorney
General David Armstrong, Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear, State Sen.
Georgia Powers of Louisville,
Mae Penniston of New Castle,
Dr. Richard Greathouse of

A good idea
for its time.
But isn't it
time you have
Touch:Tone?
z7.

the carbon in the organic
material, causing changes in
color," he said.
The festival, which has drawn
more than 180 exhibitors, will be
held at the Fenton lake access

an exhibit of raku pottery, which
Is pottery fired by an ancient
Japanese technique that requires a minimal amount of
time. Fred Shepard, a Murray
State University art professor,
said "the process takes between
20 and 30 minutes, so a pot can,
easily be watched from its
beginning to its completion."

SCB Touch-Tone service can
put you in touch with a whole
new world of possibilities.
Telephone banking,electronic shopping and home computer services directly through
your phone without adapters.
•All you need is at least one true
tone-dialing Touch-Tone phone.*
Get fast, convenient SC
Touchabne service for your
home for only $1.50
a month. And save
the connection
charge by
ordering before
July 31. For
details call on
us toll free at
1 800 233-1776,
ext. 3.
SCB Touch-Tone
service. It's an idea
whose time has come.

Louisville.
Pledged uncommitted party
and elected officials: Clayton
Bradley, Frankfort; Connie
Lawson, Richmond; and
LaNelle Woods, Lexington.
Party and elected officials
pledged to former Vice President Walter Mondale:
Superintendent of Public Instruction Alice McDonald,
Louisville; and Jefferson County Sheriff Jim Greene.
State at-large uncommitted:
Owen Hammons, Louisville;
Charlie Head, Madisonville;
Betty Williams, Princeton; Judi
Patton, Pikeville; Evelyn P.
Hamilton, Springfield; Judy
Fannin, Ashland; and Leroy
LaMar, Hawesville.
State at-large pledged to Mondale: Jon Henrikson, Louisville;
Jim Yocom, Shelbyville;
Virginia Surratt, Paducah; Jean
Ross, Benton; and Janette
Stumbo, Hindman.
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HARDWARE STORES

Father's Day Gil
Stop in and peck

up your FREE copy ol our Father a Day circular

16-1n. Shrub & Hedge Trimmer

Variable-Speed Jigsaw

Double-edge blades give 3.000 cutting strobes per minute let
8124
safety switch and wraparound handle tot easter control

Double-insulated ugsaw has HP motor, calibrated tilling shoe for
7580
bevel or compound mitre cuts 6-ft cord more
EMERSON

1 11-in. Toolbox

FREE Service Connection! Order by July 31 and save

itiative, Edelstein said,
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
responses he described as "over
Beat Airways offieials admit
and above any criteria that the
that five emergency landings in
FAA would have asked for."
a three-week period is unusual,
The 18-passenger Swearingen
but they say that does not mean
Metro II that developed a prothe nation's largest commuter
blem Monday was grounded for
airline is unsafe.
a mechanical inspection, of"It's a series of circumstances
ficials said.
that's bothering us," said Dan
Britt has never had a fatal acCopp, an official at the airline's
cident involving commercial
headquarters in Terre Haute.
"It's certainly unusual, but I
passengers, Copp stressed.
The 16-year-old airline's only
think we've got the problems
fatal crash occurred Jan. 30
under control."
A warning light indicating a
when a plane carrying three
Britt employees crashed on
hydraulic pressure problem
takeoff from Terre Haute, killcaused a flight from Evansville
ing all on board. The cause of the
to return here for a landing Monday morning after circling its
crash has not been determined.
The airline's recent problems
destination of Paducah, Ky.
"There was never any
apparently have not hurt the
public's confidence in Britt,
emergency," said Dan Britt, the
Copp said.
airline's marketing director.
"He came back to have the air- '"It hasn't affected our
passenger loads or anything like
craft serviced."
that," he paid.
Two days earlier, a Britt flight
Britt serves 28 cities in Inskidded to a halt on partially extended landing gear in an
diana, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky,
emergency landing at O'Hare
Michigan, Missouri, Ohio and
International Airport in
Tennessee. Its hubs are InChicago.
dianapolis, Chicago, .St. Louis
and Cincinnati.
The two latest incidents came
after the Federal Aviation Administration gave the airline a
clean bill of health Friday in its
report on three earlier emergency landings.
The Executive Council of the
Copp said the emergency lanMurray State University Alumni
ding in Chicago of a Beech 99
Association will meet at 9:30
was due to a faulty gear, and
a.m. on Saturday, June 16, on
that Britt's 11 other planes of
the campus.
that model have since been inRex Thompson of Paducah,
spected and found in gociii
newly installed president, will
repair.
preside for the first time at the
The other problem landings,
meeting to be conducted in the
all in Evansville, resulted from
fifth floor conference room of
warning indicator lights turning
Sparks Hall.
on when there was no real proNew members of the Exblem, he said.
ecutive Council who will be parThe FAA checked Britt's
ticipating are Jackie Shroat and
maintenance policies after the
Fred Schultz Jr., both of
first three incidents and was
Frankfort; Dr. Jane F. Wells,
satisfied, FAA spokesman Mort
Owensboro; and Ben HoganEdelstein said.
camp, Auburn Wells and Martha
The airline inspected an entire
McKinney Parker, all of
fleet and increased its inspecMurray.
tion schedule on its own in-

Helps you organize you, uOlS
Sleet boo has handy tote tray
MI4615
mth socket divider

39"

Uncials Beg Killer

15-watt bug killer is ideal for
brireywd or patio areas. up to
E88•15-4
Loacre coverage

Gas Trimmer

2-Ph. C Batts.
0 Saws.
RA Batts
1-Volt Sam,

Cuts 15in path Features fuel
injection starting, auto line
feed. adiustable assist handle
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South Central Bell
A BELLSOUTH Company
'Also makesure the set has a polarity guard (most new one do) In some areas Touch-Tone sets without
polarity guards won't work with special serves such as telephone banking.
Services mentioned are available in most areas. Rates subject to ehinge. Business rates $3.00 per month
Businesses- save $21.50 connection charge by ordering before Jul" 31. Customers who have never had Touch.
Tone service also lave a $5.00 one-time premium chirge. This charge doe,s not apply to customers who have
had Touch:Tone service before.
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PERSPECTIVE
When U.S. special Trade Representative
William Brock suggested Washington end the
quotas limiting auto imports from Japan, the
White House was quick to add that he wasn't
speaking for the president.
The Reagan administration's reluctance to
alienate U.S. auto workers who feel threatened by
foreign imports is understandable, particularly
when the Democratic presidential hopefuls are advocating auto quotas and domestic-content legislation. But unless someone stands up for free trade,
the real loser in the race to raise U.S. trade barriers will be the American consumer. That "Someone" should be the president whose opposition
to government intervention in the American
economy has long been a pillar-of his political
philosophy.
Speaking at the Ottawa Summit, in 1981, Mr.
Reagan reiterated that "any protectionist
measure.. not only undermines the dynamics of
our economies but also, over time, aggravates inflation and unemployment." Yet in the intervening years, his administration has limited imports
of Japanese cars and motorcycles. European
• specialty-steel, Chinese textiles and clOthing,and
Caribbean sugar. These policies have increased
domestic prices and given protected U.S. industries a false sense of security, thus delaying
indefinitely their ability to compete effectively
with foreign rivals.
Automobile import restrictions are a case in
point. Car prices have increased 37 percent during the last three years and American consumers
are currently ,paying at least $400 more for an,
average automobile than they would if the quotas
had not existed. Accordingly, record U.S. auto profits will doubtless prompt the UAW to resist further concessions on cumbersome work rules that
curtail production. The union, however, can be expected to demand even higher wages, and the increased cost of producing a car will be passed on
to the consumer.
Nevertheless, the auto companies and the UAW
clamor for extended import qllistep they insist are
necessary to forestall a flood of foreign cars that
could ,eventually capture 40 percent of the
American Market. Their dire forecast is flawed
for several reasons.
For starters,. a sudden increase in Japanese
auto imports would cause massive unemployment
in the U.S. auto industry and prompt permanent
protectionist legislation in Congress. Moreover the
U.S. market suits Japanese companies because a
strong demand for a limited supply of cars allows
them huge profit margins. Therefore, these companies won't flood the United States with cheaper
cars that would erode their profits. At the same
time. Japanese auto companies will continue investing in American manufacturing and assembly
facilities because such investments defuse the
domestic-content issue and serve their long-term
economic interests.
Protectionist policies, however, harm U.S.
economic long-term interests because, as consumers pay more for domestic goods, they have
less money to spend on other products. Consequently, the ripple-effect of subsidizing U.S. industries is fewer jobs throughout the economy.
It's estimated, for example, that many of the
more than 165,000 workers who sell and service
foreign cars would be unemployed if domesticcontent legislation were enacted. And the Congressional Budget Office says that approximately
220,000 Americans in export-related occupations
could lose their jobs in a worldwide trade war.
The European Common Market has already
retaliated against U.S. quotas on steel imports by
restricting American exports that amount to $130
million worth of products. China's refusal to purchase American wheat, because of our limits on
Chinese textile exports, has cost U.S. farmers
more than $500 million in lost sales. And Japan has
recently
ssed..Washington,.for ''.voluntary.
limits on American aluminum exports.
Where this counterproductive protectionist cycle will finally lead is difficult to tell. It should be
noted, however, that this century's most recent international trade war ushered in the Great
Depression. Which calls to mind Santayanna's
somber warning that those who forget the
mistakes.of the past are condemned to repeat
them.
•

.
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garrott's galley

Yea, free trade

•

by m.c. garrott

`The hand of the Lord had to have been
on my shoulder; no other way to explain it'
Although its objective for D-Day
was three miles inland, John's platoon barely got off the beach by the
end of the day, reaching only the
top of the bluff.
Of his regiment's 3,000 men,
more than 1,000 had been killed or
wounded in the beach assault. °
At Omaha, one of four beaches
assaulted on D-Day 40 years ago
last Wednesday, more than 35,000
men landed that day. Altogether,
the Allies — Americans, British
and Canadians — put ashore more
than 150,000
. men in the first day's
assaults.
Thousands of paratroopers also
had been dropped behind the bluffs
to seize key bridges and roads so
the seaborne units could move inland from the beaches.
It was 6:30 in the evening before
John lay exhausted atop the bluff.
"And as I looked back down toward
the beach, as far as could see in
any direction were ships, landing
crafts and men," he said. "I said to
myself right there, 'John Irvan,
you have seen history made here
today."
Then wrapping his raincoat
around him, he burrowed into the
ground and was soon asleep. "I
was so tired," he said, "I slept like
a baby clear to daylight."
• • •
John is very reluctant to talk
about it and does so modestly, but
he won the Silver Star, the Army's
third highest decoration, for
bravery above and beyond the call
of duty that day.
"I didn't do anything that anyone
else wouldn't have done under the
circumstances,"' he said, briefly
relating how he helped carry
wounded men back out through the
water to landing crafts so they
could be taken to hospitals back in
England.
"It was like going through the
landing over and over again," he
•

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
third and final column in a threepart D-Day series.)
smiled, "but, again, I was lucky
and wasn't hit."
The next day, the Division began
11 months of fighting its way across
Europe.
• • •
John stayed with the 1st Division
as it advanced. He was with it as it
raced across France and at Mons
in southern Belgium where the Big
Red One caught up witha new-German army trying to escape from
the coastal areas of northern
France and Belgium.
In five days, the Division
liberated the provincial capital of
Mons and broke up five crack German divisions, taking more than
17,000 prisoners and leaving innumerable dead and wounded
enemy. .
He was with the Division as it
continued its relentless pursuit to
the German border, advancing
to Liege, crossing the Meuse River
and capturing the high ground near
Henri-Chapelle, Belgium. There, it
prepared to make the first Allied
assault on a major German city,
Aachen.
Once the capital of
Charlemagne's Holy Roman Empire, Aachen was a symbol of German invincibility. John was there
when Aachen, like every other 1st
Division objective, fell on October
21. Not only had the Division captured this bastion of German nationalism, it also had pierced the
vaunted Siegfried Line.
He was with it when the Division
was called on again, this time in
the deadly hell of the Hurtgen
Forest. Tall trees obliterated the
sky. He remembers it being cold
and wet. He remembers the treetop
artillery bursts raining down lethal
projectiles from the shattered

branches.
Then it was over, and the Division came out of the line for a
much-deserved rest back in
Belgium. It was to have been their
first rest from combat since they
had waded ashore at Normandy
more than five months before.
The next day, the Germans launched their last major offensive of
the war in what became known as
"The Battle of the Bulge," and
back into the line went John and his
Big Red One buddies again.
_ Within six weeks of their initial
attack, the Germans had lost all
that they had gained and began to
withdraw. By now,'it was 1945.
• • •
John still was with the Division
through more bitter fighting in the
months that followed before the
German surrender on May 7 — the
Roer River, the Rhine Plain, Bonn,
the Remagen .Bridgehead, the
Ruhr, the Harz Mountains and on
into Czechoslovakia.
One of his greatest thrills, he
recalls, was personally raising the
Stars and Stripes over the German
city of Bamberg when it fell to the
Division. It was a proud moment.
Through it all, he never saw a
fellow Murray or Calloway Countain. "Forrest Pogue once made a
special trip to the Division to look
me up," he said,"but I was out on a
patrol and missed him."
• • •
When the Japanese surrendered
in September, the Division
prepared to return to the states, its
job done.
Every soldier with it with 85
separation points or more — points
accumulated by total months of
service and months overseas —
was to return with it. This was the
first step toward the much-lookedforward-to discharge.
Having one point shy of that
total, John was transferred to a

unit with the 9th Armored Division,
the division which had taken the
Remagen bridge, making the
March breakthrough across the
Rhine possible.
He returned to the states with the
9th Armored,"But I never did take
off my Big Red One shoulder
patch!" he smiled.
John was discharged in October
of 1945 at Camp Atterbury, Ind.,
and returned to Murray, where he
has lived siiice.
Although he has never been back
to France to walk in peace along
the beaches for which he and his
buddies fought so desperately 40
years ago, many have been doing
this for the past few days
ing the anniversary.
He does maintain contact with
many of his former comrades
through the Society of the First
Division and its reunions. '
• • •
John did receive a slight
shrapnel wound in the Battle of The
Bulge. He was awarded the Purple
Heart for that. He also holds the
Bronze Star with two oak leaf
clusters and the Combat Infantryman's Badge along with his
Sliver Star.
His European Theater ribbon
bears five campaign stars in addition to his -1::#,
Day Arrowhead. He
also received the French Croix de
Guerre as a member of the 1st
Division, which was decorated as a
unit by-the French with that high,
decoration.
"It had to be more than luck,
though, that I came through D-Day
without so much as a scratch," he
says. "The hand of the Lord had to
have been on my shoulder all the
time. I can't explain it any other
way."

•

looking back

Ten years ago
New officers of the Murray Lions
Club installed at a meeting at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church were Kenneth W. Winters
John Belt, John Thompson, Tom
Shirley, Bobby McDowell, David
Lanier, Jack Rose, Groover
Parker and Ken Ramsey.
Recent births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L..
Wilson III and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe T. Thurman, both on June
7; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roby
Autry, June 8; a girl to Mr. and
-Mrs. Gary Haverstock, June 9.
Miss Deborah Crick, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wade Crick, and
Steve_ .Henderson,
_
_
.son of guy
Henderson and the late Wilmuth
Henderson, were married at Mt.
Carmel United Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Pittman
observed their 50th wedding anniversary on June 7.
Twenty years ago'
The Rev. Lloyd Ramer, minister
of the First Methodist Church, has
been named a trustee of Lambuth
College Board by Memphis Annual
Conference at a meeting at
Jackson, Tenn.
Susan Frances Harris received
her M.A. degree from the University of Missouri on June 9.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Lelon Vaughn and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mickey
Boggess.
Eddie Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Riley of Murray, is stationed
with the United States Army at
Huntsville, Ala.
Lucy Alderdice is worthy matron
and Hollie .-Alderdice is worthy
control whereby he is seen as his
own man," anything he claims as a" patron of Temple Hill Chapter No.
511 Order of the Eastern Star.
vision will be put down as having
Miss Maria James of Owensboro
some less worthy motive, Jennings
has been the guest of her parents.
contends.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover W. James and
He suggests that Mondale has litfamily.
tle to lose by asserting himself, and
Chuck roast is listed as selling
that he already has the understanfor 39 cents per pound in the ad for
ding and the craftmanship to build
Parker's Food Market.
a base.
Thirty years ago
Mondale's only chance of winnCalloway County Sheriff
ing, he says, is to demonstrate to
Brigham Futrell said he was
his party adversaries "that he can
win and win without them, and that following the school buses taking
children to the only school in sesIt is in their own best interests to
sion this sumtriier, Murray Trainsupport him or see their own
ing School.
fragile power bases erode."
Miss Nellie Mae Marshall,
daughter of Mrs. Lorena Marshall,
was married to Bob Hays, son of
Mr.
and Mrs. Porter Hays, on June
By Ken Wolf
"The glory of God is not visi4le." 1.
Nancy Cotham and Carolyn
wrote M.R. Cohen in Faith of a
Melugin of Murray are on staff of
Liberal.t1918 ), "except to those who
are profoundly moved by compas- the Girl Scout's Camp Bear Creek
on Kentucky.Lake for the summer.
'sion for their fellow man."
Ray Cable of Murray caught 22
There will plenty of room for compassion (and hence, we assume, for slab crappie while fishing in
GodI that year, The .*Great War" Wildest Creek Area of Kentucky
which left fen million dead had just Lake.
ended. And on either side of the newMr. and Mrs. Avery Hargrove
ly devastaLed Europe there -was and Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Hargrove
famine. I Russia and the , flu
and children of Phoenix, Ariz., are
epidemic ( United States l.
the guests of relatives here.
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by john cunniff

Leadership key to Mondale's hors
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than an involved political commentator, Jennings maintains that if
Mondale expects to lead the
Democrats to victory he must
develop what he calls the "X
factor."
"X," according to Jennings, is
the essential quality of leadership,
an ability to demonstrate control
over self and issues, the strength to
become one's own person, the
power to step in and take charge.
"Mondale must understand,"
says Jennings, "that this perception is going to be his ultimate
measure."
To ndw, Jennings continues,
Mondale has not shown the leadership he must, but instead has projected the image of a man who
plays to the house rather than
building his own house.
To demonstrate that he is a
leader, Jennings believes Mondale
"must have a vision of America
that is not based on the ward-heeler
politics of consensus and coalition." And that vision, he adds,
"must be strong enough in itself-to
cause those who now do not support
him to put aside their personal interests in behalf of the cause."
But if he cannot take charge of
himself, "getting himself under

I

-14_,
.

.

NEW YORK (AP) — It's Walter
Mondale's prdblem and he must do
something abciut it if he expects to
win, said the professor, a student of
corporate and governmental
leadership.Eugene Jennings, the professor,
is also author of "An Anatomy of
Leadership," adviser to corporate
chairmen and boards and, from
time to time, to high level elected
officials.
We are at a time in history when
leadership is returning, said Jennings. "Take-charge people are
coming to the fore in our institutions, in business, in politics," he
said. People demand them. They
want nothing less.
However,"what we've been having is managers," said Jennings.
who teaches in the graduate school
of management at Michigah State
University. Managers, he explains.
make things happen that are expected to happen.
I.,,eadere are different. "They
Iroduce irreversible changes that
are not always expected or, pleasant," he said, adding: "We have
not had leaders since President
Harry Truman."
,
Speaking as a somewhat detached student of leadership rather
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Couple will be married 60 years

1)( )11 /1 (:()110)/c/

Post office building being renovated
By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
Just as quickly as the
weather can change, so
can the course of our
lives be altered.
The month of May
was memorable for
many for different
reasons. For some it
meant weddings,
graduations and other
happy occasions.
For others it revived
losses of loved ones, and
unforgettable scars remained because of

garage, then as a small
grocery and always a
home had we dreamed
of it being needed for a
post office. But the day
after the fire, Tim
Graves, the post
master, and his willing
workers had converted
the lower floor into a
cheerful post office.
Now Gene Lovins, son
of a former Concord
teacher, Otis Lovins,
has bought my dear little house and is having it
renovated into a modern
post office, perhaps a
SOTTOINS.
The little village of worthy memorial to agNew Concord which has ing Concorders.
survived many storms,
One of the younger
was shaken from its generations, Eric
lethargy the night of Lovins, when schools
May 16, 1984 by a fire closed, and some chores
which destroyed the big were finished with a
New Concord Grocery very short hair cut and a
and post office.
knap sack started on a
Never during the bicycle down the Oregon
years when our little Trail. May he find the
white house on the cor- world as kind as he
ner served first as a expects.

Mr. and Mrs. Rufe
Burkeen, Sr., Rt. 1, Dexter, will celebrate their
60th wedding anniversary on Friday, June 15.
No formal celebration
is being planned.
The couple was married June 15, 1924 by the
Rev. Boon Jeffery at his
home.
Their attendants were
Bettie Lee Jones and
Rex Jones.
Mrs. Rufe Burkeen,
the former Winnie
Lovett, is the daughter
of Oscar and Dolly
Lovett.
Mr. Burkeen is the son
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
J.L. Burkeen.
Their five children
are Edison Burkeen,
Rufe Phillips Burkeen,
Jr., Donald Burkeen
(deceased), James
Ronald Burkeen and
Mrs. Barbara Canup.
---- They have 11 grandchildren and 18 greatgrandchildren.

Newborns and dismissals listed at hospital
Ruti! Burkeen„ r.

• mr.
•r•.

We are pleased to
announce
that
Marilyn Howard,
bride-elect of Steve
Stevens,
has
selected her pottery,
flatware, crystal and
accessories from our
complete
bridal
registry. Marilyn
and Steve will be
married July 7.

FATHER'S DAY IS JUNE 17th
Get Dad What
He Wants Most...
•A New Pipe
•Lighters
'Blended Tobacco•Humidors
•And Much More
•

The Shon)case

The Smoke Shoppe
In The Fain Insurance Agency Bldg.
614 S. 4th St. Murray 753-0632

7534641 121 Ov•Poo
oc.4-34F-4,1 RAF)
,

4

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday,
June 5, was 91 adults.
and seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Clapp,
parents, Judith and
Bobby, Rt. 2, Mayfield;
Baby Girl Allen,
parents, Dawn and
Almon, Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Baby Boy Bass,
parents, Kathy and

David, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Baby Boy Ernstberger, parents,
Cathy and Don, Rt. 7,
Murray.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Tiffany Renee
Riley, Rt. 2„ Benton;
Miss Paulette Morton,
510 Blair; Mrs. Nayla
M. Marvin, 734 Nash
Dr.;
Mrs. Trecia J. Ray
and baby boy, Rt. 7;
Jason L. Yarbrough, 105
North 1 6 th St.,
I:311,
7,00,IC
Mayfield;
Cute Clever.
Mrs. Katie T. Gooch,
Mischievous.
Intelligent.
107 B. East Percy, InDangerous
STEVEN
dianola, Miss.; Mrs.
SPIELBERG
Presents
Lula Dell Roberts, Rt.
4; Luther Johes, 409
South Sixth St.;
Mrs. Mildred
Ragsdale Mairson, 503
North Sixth St.; Jeffer1:30, 320. 731: 915
son D. Eaker, 400 North
Fifth St.; Mrs. Mary M.
Taylor, Rt. 1; Puryear,
Tenn.;
O.J. Grogan, Rt. 5;
Ms. Willie Mae Wynns,
Westview Nursing
coritrol coots,' 753-3314 Home; Ewing Geurin,
Convalescent Division,
DAILY MATINEES
MCCH.
CHERI ONLY

GREMLINS z%

CINE 1 & 2

CHERI 3

-

Michigan recently
toured through Model,
Tenn., the birth place of
his mothei• who died at
age 92 in Frazier, Mich.,
on March 15, 1984.
Everything had
changed so much he was
lost between the lakes.
As Father's Day
nears, and many can only find their father's
names on markers in
various cemeteries, we
pay tribute silently to
those brave men who
reared their families
without conveniences,
comforts or luxuries,
and we wish we had
done more to erase the
worry lines from tired
faces.
May modern fathers
realize how blessed they
are to have the responsibility of training up a
child in the way it
should go, so it can be a
blessing to future
generations..

I seldom laugh aloud,
and there is only one
Soap Opera, "Days of
Our Lives" I watch. But
I wonder how many
laughed with me when
conniving Larry Welsh
raised the wedding veil
to kiss Hope Williams,
the rich girl he thought
he was marrying, and
found the cunning face
of a private detective
leering up at him proving Galatians 6-7: "God
Is not mocked, for whatsoever a man soweth,
that shall he also reap."
It has happened since
Genesis 27 and 29th
chapters.
Brandon Spring Camp
in the Land Between the
Lake's is visited by
many. One of the three
sisters, Minerva Ruth,
who so hospitably entertained us one day in the
old Brandon home died
recently.
Dickie Champion of

Junior & Missy Summer Sale

,
Sportswear
Spring/Summer

4
1,

..1 Off
ly,
J Off

/
1 3 Off
Slacks & Skirts

Shorts

/
1
,
Bags & Jewelry

/
1 3 Off
Knit Tops, Blouses,
Sweaters

1/3 Off

Lingerie, Daywear
& Sleepwear

Bathing Suits,
Coverups, Warm-Ups

Up To /...1 Off

J Off

Census at_sMurrayCalloway County
1:30, 3:40, 7:00, 9:1.5
Hospital for Wednesday, June 6, was 85'
It advt,q,,, 'las .4
4004.
s,
adults and five in
I chd:1,1
nursery.
HARRISON
FORD
No newborn admisINDIANA JONES
sions were listed.
and the Temple
of Doom
Dismissals were as
• .•••••••'
follows:
No Posses.largoin•Diso:;unt
Mrs. Arlene R. Hart.
field and baby girl, Rt.
I:311,
7:00, 9,00
2; Mrs. Leah B. Evans
and baby girl, Box 6,
"ONOSTSYSTERS"(1001
Murray;
*BM Murray
Mrs. Dinah F. Moore,
*Das Aykroyd
1300 Poplar St.; Mrs.
Debra L. Gardner, Rt. 3,
I 3(4 3 li 7:20, ¶5:244
Clinton; J.C. Dunn, 706
Earl Court;
Mrs. Marilyn W. Har4/1..t4.1141/4iS
ris, Rt. 3; Mrs. Mildred
• C. Nall, 1706 Ryan Ave.;
choitnut st. 753-3314 Mrs. Betsy A. Miles, Rt.
1, Dexter;
Mrs. Bonnie R.
Eldridge, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Mamie
Slaughter, Mayfield
Thru Thur.
Personal Care,
Open 8:II'Marl S:45
Mayfield; Johnnie D.
Wa•Itionsl Parson!)
Downs, Rt. 5;
-PlusMrs. Wilda Gray
My Tutor(R)
Morgan, Hazel; John
Walter Kimbro, Rt. 4;
I 4141/1411 I/ I
Walter N. Veal, Rt. 1,
Mayfield;
HIGHWAY 121 SO
Mrs. Irma B. Bucy,

1

posciail

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

1/,

Mali2

Newborn admissions
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ada Marie Roland, were as follows:
Baby Boy Taylor,
Rt. 5; Mrs. Lola B.
Massey (expired) Rt. 3. parents, Cathy and
George, Rt. 5, Benton.
---Dismissals were as
Census at Murray- follows:
James L. Jones, 807
Calloway County
Hospital for Thursday, Guthrie; Mrs. Peggy
June 7, Was 84 adults Ann Webb, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Mrs. Rettah
and three in nursery.
No newborn admis- Rogers, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Term.;
sions were listed.
George A. Smith,
Dismissals were as
follows:
Fulton; Mrs. Vivian L.
Garry D. Canter, Kent and baby girl, Rt.
Sedalia; Miss Anne P. 2, Benton; Mrs. Teresa
Haynie, 1405 Mimosa G. Smith, Rt. 8;
Mrs. Rebecca S.
Lane, Benton; Clinton
Dale Duncan, Rt. 1, Turner, Rt. 3; Terry W.
Boggess, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Dexter;
Mrs. Bernie 0. Hooks, Daniel Rodden, Rt. 6;
Rt. 3; Mrs. Rosie J.
Mrs. Loyola 0. Page,
Rudd, Smithland; Mrs. 320-B Irvan Ave.; Mrs.
Kathy S. Bass and baby Geneva Brown, 407
Cherry; Mrs. Lorene F.
boy, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Dana J. Bullock, McCuan, Rt. 1 ,
Rt. 5; Mrs. Susan Jill Mayfield;
Joseph Roy Robbins,
Asher and baby boy, 110
Riviera Cts.; Fray 115 Jefferson, - Fultol;
Wilson, 310 North Fifth Mrs. Edith S. Mitchell,
Rt. 8; Mrs. Ve,ley
St.;
Miss Melanie Sinclair, Blaylock, Rt. 2, Futon;
Mrs. Virginia
Rt. 6, Paris, Term.; Mrs.
Mary Elizabeth War- Blackburn, 100 Hickory;
ren, Rt. 4; Luther Man-, Mrs. Stella Ragsdale,
ton, 109 Pine St.;
298 Meadow Lane; Mrs.
Mrs. Patricia B. Bessie Ellis, Paris
Johnson, 115 Spruce St.; Manor Nursing Home;
Junior Downs, Fern
Virgil Garland, Rt. 1;
Mrs. Lola M. Smith, Rt. Terrace Lodge; Bernard Seyer, Pine Bluff
1, Farmington.
- Shores-, Hamlin ;- James --D. Brannon, Rt. 1,
Census at Murray- Puryear, Term.;
Maurice E. HumCalloway County
Hospital for Friday, phrey (expired) Rt. 4;
June 8, was 78 adults Mrs. Eula H. Nanney
(expired) Rt. 1, Almo.
and three in nursery.

Mrs. Schellingerhout
speaker for banquet

"Bloom Where You're
Planted" was the theme
of the banquet.
A short skit on the
theme was presented by
Misses Leah Baust,
Emily Helton, Kathleen
Phelan, Laura Lawson
and Melissa Clement.
Special music was
provided by Mrs.
Robert S. Lough and her
four daughters, Kim,
Jennie, Amy and Mary.
The inspirational
speaker was Mrs. Toby
Schellingerhout.
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Italian Spaghetti
Special

LITTLETON:5
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Pier I Imports

We are pleased
to announce that
Dr. Vicki Lynn
Roberts, bride.
elect of Nicholas
John Ridge, has
made her selections from our
„bridal registry for
• decorative
'accessories. The cou•
ple will be ma.rried ;1
Sept. 8.
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With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
eat this well at home /or this price.

Vms COO t

Awards were
presented as follows:
Youngest mother, Mrs.
David Phillips; oldest
mother, Mrs. Charles B.
Crawford; grandmother
with most grandchildren, Mrs. Olin
Moore.
The tables were
covered with green-and
yellow cloths with iris in
clay pots as
decorations.
Mrs. Phil McKnelly
was chairman of the
banquet. Committee
members were Mrs.
A.L. Hough, Mrs. Kenneth Harrell_ Mrs.
Charles Miller, Mrs. Edwin Graves, Mrs. Peter
O'Rourke, Miss Lela
Dowdy and Miss Janice
Tucker.

The Mother-Daughter
Banquet of the First
Presbyterian Church
was held Sunday. evening, May 19, in the
Fellowship Hall of the
church.
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Corning community events are listed
Wednesday,June 13
Tuesday,June 12
Skating party for senior citizens.
Murray Elementary
————
(Robertson and Carter
Organizational
Centers) School will be meeting of PAWS Youth
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Group of Humane SocieRoller Skating of ty of Calloway County
Murray.
will be at 2 p.m. at Old
————
Freight Depot, MurrayNorthside Baptist Calloway County Park.
Church Women will
————
meet with Any Salmon
Ladies Tri-State Golf
at 7 p.m.
Tournament will be at
Murray TOPS (take Oaks Country Club.
————
off pounds sensibly)
Tennis courts at MurClub will meet at 7 p.m.
ray Country Club will be
at Health Center.
closed.
—— —
————
Alcoholics
Parent
s and Twos will
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in western por- be at 9:30 a.m., Story
tion of Livestock and Hour for pre-schools
will be at 10:30 a.m.,
Exposition Center.
Story Hour for school
————
Parents Anonymous age will be at 2 p.m. and
will meet at 6:A0 p.m. Summer Reading ProFor information call gram will be at 4 p.m. at
762-2504, 753-4 1 26, Calloway Public
Library.
753-8987 or 762-2667.
————
————
Morning YAG
Baptist Young Women
Workshop by Murrayof Westside Church v4
/111
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Community Theatre will be
church.
at 9 a.m.
————
————
Murray Lions Club
Circles of First United
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club Methodist Church will
meet as follows: HanHouse.
nah with Pat Weather————
Murray Star Chapter ly; Ruth Wilson with
No. 433 Order of the Myrtle Douglas;
Eastern Star will meet Wesleyan With Lillian
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge Robertson.
hall.
Murray Bass Club is
• Wester-n Kentucky
scheduled to meet at
Youth Series will be at
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
7:30 p.m. at University
Stockade.
Church of Christ.
————
————
Murray -Calloway
Wednesday,June 13
County Ministerial
Pottertown
Association will meet at
Homemakers Club will
1:30 p.m. in private dinmeet at 10 a.m. at
ing room of MurraySirloin Stockade.
Calloway County
————
Hospital.
Free blood pressure
————
checks will be given for
Ladies day golf will
senior citizens from 10 -Start
at 9:30 a.m. at
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Murray Country Club.
Community Center.
Bridge will not be
————
played.
Douglas Center will
————
be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Advanced Revelation
p.m. for activities by
Seminar will be at 7
p.m. at Holiday Inn.
————

Thursday,June 14
Junior Golf is scheduled at 9 a.m. at Murray
Country Club.
————
Murray-Calloway
County La Leche
League will meet at 7
p.m. at 512 South 13th
St., Murray. For information call 753-8771.
————
Tennis courts at Murray Country Club will be
closed.
Teacher Center Summer Workshop will be
from 1 to 4 p.m. in Room
300, Special Education
Building, Murray State
University. For information call 762-2446 or
762-6869.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Animal Signs in
the forest at 2 p.m. in
Woodlands Nature
Center.

Thursday,June 14
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
at First Christian
Church, Benton.
————
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church. For information call 436-21 74,
753-1701 or 753-6654.
————
Mixed Doubles Tennis
will be at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
Youth of Memorial
Baptist Church will
leave at nitmin for a trip
to Current River.
————
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Running Clinic for
Women will be organized at 6:30 p.m. at 813

NEW!!
Just Received
Men's Lee Stripe
and Stretch
Basic Jeans

995

Only $ II

Jordache
Jeans
$2695
Open Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. 9-5

Thursday,June 14
Broad Street Extended.
For information call
762-6851.
————
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
James will have open
house in celebration of
60th wedding anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
their home in Oaks
Estates. The family requests guests not bring
gifts.
————
Welcome Wagon Club
will have a potluck supper with meat and
drinks furnished from 6
to 9 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Park.
————
Coldwater Baptist
Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the

Thursday,June 14
church with Mary
Easley and Liz Steward
as hostesses.
————
Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Council No.
50 will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Murray Masonic
Lodge Hall.
————
Senior citizens events
will be from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Hazel and
Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.

In days when marriage by purchase
was customary, a
prospective
bridegroom made a
pledge and part
payment to prove
his worthiness and
good intentions.
Gifts of cattle, food,
or jewels to the
bride-to-be and her
father were called
"earnest money".
Today, when you
choose your diamond from Furches
Jewelers
be
assured that your
bride, her family
and her friends will
be appreciative of
your gbod taste!

SUE'S
DISCOUNT
JEANS
121 N.

The Payless Ad
In Monday's Paper
Should Have Read

GRAND
OPENING
WED., JUNE 20TH

at Stella 753-2493

BUSINESS

CLOSING OUT OUR ENTIRE
$125,000 INVENTORY
EVERYTHING REDUCED! NOTHING
SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE!!
DO NOT MISS THIS RARE
OPPORTUNITY!!

EVERY YARD OF FABRIC
IN OUR STORE
MUST BE SOLD

Furches
Jewelers

FINAL DAYS SOON

113 S. 4th
753-2835

NEW REDUCTIONS
ALL FABRICS IN OUR STORE NOW

4 PRICES ONLY
YOU CANNOT PAY MORE!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•ID•

•

30°/0

•
•
•
•

Difference"
Difference
the
"ExperienceAion
s
new
oft
oneudi
thep
Experience the
se rettyabout
thinki
ng
in
Auditions
this spring
to start
.designs. It's time akiead, and elegant
warmer days wit% add -an
the
fashionslatest styles
hot new
the
tough to aiiNow 30°10 off.
tor spring

•
•
•
••
•
•

50c
YARD

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Off (

•

•
•
Available In
Red Only

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Black
and
Bone
Bone,
and Black

Taupe, Navy,
Black,
Brown

Light Grey,
White

One Group
Shoes
(Not Shown)

Now

1
/
2 Price!

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
STILL THOUSANDS OF YARDS OF
BEAUTIFUL FABRICS, FOR ALL
SEASONS, TO BE LIQUIDATED...
VALUES UP TO $9.99 YD.

Top records,
week listed

-

CORRECTION

cwrryinclif

officers
hold meet

Best-selling records of
the week of June 10 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows:
I. "Time After Time,"
Cyndi Lauper
2. "Let's Hear It For
The Boy," Deniece
Williams
3. "The Reflex,"
Duran Duran
4. "Oh Sherrie," Steve
Perty
5. "Hello," Lionel
Richie
6. "Sister Christian,"
Night Ranger
•li!
;
7. "To All The Girls
I've Loved Before," Iglesias & Nelson
8. "The Heart Of Rock
& Roll," Huey Lewis
and the News
9. "Against All Odds,"
Phil Collins
10. "Dancing,In The
D ark," Bruce
Springsteen

'PAGE 5
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Gamma

Newly elected officers
and committee chairman of the Gamma
Chapter, Delta Kappa
Gamma Society of
women educators, met
for a brunch and planning session on Saturday,
May 19 on the campus of
Murray State
UniverVity.
Meeting dates, locations, and programs
were planned for- the
next biennium. The
chapter began planning
for the state convention
which will be held at the
E xecutive Inn,
Paducah, on April 20,
1985.
Gamma Chapter officers for 1984-1986 are
as follows:
Jean Culp, president;
Dr. Pauline Waggener,
first vice president; Ann
Deweese, second vice
president; Sue Roberts,
recording secretary;
Carolyn Sparks, corresponding secretary;
Dr. Alberta Chapman,
treasurer; and Dr. Alice
K oeneeke,
parliamentarian.
(Cont'd on page 6)
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Sandal In Red,
White, Navy,
Bone Multi

ALL
NOTIONS

ALL
CRAFTS

1/2

112

PRICE
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Germann, Oakes speak at regional teachers meeting
Bill Germann, plant
manager at Ken Lake
Foods, and Sharon
Oakes of the Kroger
Company Technical
Center were guest
speakers at the recent
Region I Home
Economics Teachers
Association spring

meeting.
Held June 7 at Murray
State, the meeting was
host to 33 home
economics teachers
from the area. New
associatibn officers
were elected..
Participants were
greeted by Dr. Ken

Winters, dean of the College of Industry and
Technology; Dr.
Virginia Slimmer, chair
of the home economics
department; and
Jeanette Downey from
the state department of
education.
Germann, who

Now In Stock!

"What Kids-Need Mvst In A Dad"
by Tim Hansel
This week only, June 11-16, $1.00 off the
regular price. In time for Father's Day gift

has

where'foods are analyzed, formulized and
tested.
After lunch, the group
installed new officers
for 1084-85. They are
Sally Crass of Murray,
president; Leslie
Watkins, Paducah,
president-elect;
Carolyn Owsley,

Koinonia Christian
Gifts & Books

Also the group is planning several comic skits
about "life with father"
that should be a
delightful insight on how
kids look at the trials
and tribulations of
fatherhood.
Showtime begins at 8
p.m. and will take place
on the open air deck of
the Old Freight Depot.
In addition to the lively cabaret numbers,
desserts from some of
Murray's finest kitchens will be featured.
The $3.50 admission
charge includes entertainment, desserts and
drink. "There will be
plenty of seconds and
thirds on the desserts
and an over-serving of

good music and fun,"
said Executive Director
Hal Park.
Park urged that folks
should call for reservations for both nights
because seating is
limited to about 100
people.
Oneida White and
Susanne Meeks serve as

Ca

(Cont'd from page 5)
Committee Chairmen
are as follows:
Jane Lane, finance
and budget; Betty
Rogers, nominations;
Judy Mull, membership; Evelyn )Bradley,

FINAL
MARKDOWN...
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PALM BEACH GARDENS, FLORIDA

A reunion of descendants, neighbors and
friends of the late Barney and Oma Adams
Lawrence of Lynn Grove and of the late Ben and
Emma Humphreys Collie of Fartnington is being
planned for Wednesday, July 4. The place will be
announced later. For information call 753-5566.

Outgoing president
Mary Sanderson presided over a business
meeting of the
association.

Swim lessons scheduled

Bamboo Garden

1115 N. 4th Street

musical directors for
the production.
Whitney Taylor and
Shelly Howell serve as
assistant directors and
choreographers.
Tickets for the
cabaret can be reserved
by calling the theatre's
24-hour ticket line at
759-1752.

Swimming sessions are scheduled a,t the Murray Country Club. Session Two will be June 18 to
29 which will consist of eight sessions of 30
minutes each on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday. Session Three will be July 9 to 20.
Session Four will be July 23 to Aug. 3. Also
private swimming lessons will be given at the
club. Persons may sign up at the club's swimming pool or see the lifeguard.

Tennis play Thursday

Group A of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will meet at the club at 9:30 am, on
Thursday. June 14. Courts will be assigned at
this time as the club courts are being resurfaced.
The lineup is as follows Court One — Rainey Apperson, Sharon Wells, Joni Billington and Brenda Marquardt; Court Two — Peggy Billington,
Nancy Whitmer, Lois Keller and Carol Boaz;
Court Three — Patsy Oakley, Shirley Homra,
Donna Keller and Wilda Purdorn Court Four —
Sue Overbey, Georgianna Moffitt, Jeanetta
necrology; Judy Kelso, Williams and Emmy Edwards. Shelia Farmer
social; Dr. Pauline will be a substitute.
Waggener, program;
Louise Swann, professional affairs; Joan
"Are There Foods -I Should Avoid If I
Brawley, professional
Breastfeed
My Baby?" This and many other
growth and service; Dr.
Halene Visher, questions will be answered with the latest
reseatch; Vanda Gib- medical research and personal experiences, at
s on , scholarship; the Murray-Calloway County La Leche League
Geneva Cooper, com- to meet Thursday, June 14, at 7 p.m. at 512 South
munications and 13th St. The discussion will include suggestions
publicity; Dorothy about nutrition for nursing mothers and their
Spahr, world families, as well as information about weaning
the breastfed baby. For further information call
fellowship; and Dr.Ruth Cole, intercultural 753-8771.
relations.
Present for the May 19
planning session were:
The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Jean Culp, Geneva
Cooper, Dr. Alberta Association will meet Wednesday. June 13, at
Chapman, Sue Roberts, 1:30 p.m. in the private dining room of the
Carolyn Sparks, Carol Murray-Callo)vay County Hospital. All ministers
Lattus, Judy Kelso, are urged to attend as this will be the last
Karen Crick, Vivian meeting until September, a group spokesman
Fisher, Jane Lane, Bet- said.
ty Rogers, Dr. Pauline
Waggener, Vanda Gibson and Louise Swann.
The Welcome Wagon Club will have a potluck
The Gamma Chapter supper on Thursday, June 14, from 6 to 9 p.m. in
is composed of 94 the pavilion by the old court house in the Murraywomen who have made Calloway County Park. Each one is asked to brsignificant contribu- ing a covered dish for the meal, but the meat and
tions in the field of drinks will be furnished by the club. All
education and consists members, former members and prospective
of an area of seven coun- members are urged to attend.
ties in Western
Kentucky.

Gamma group meets...

Everything Must
Go...Merchandise,
Fixtures, Desk, Everything!

"
.
Gole
ssusci;22-7-2°
.
osivr
€06 '1>;•:0^`'--

Family reunion planned

Paducah, vice president; Bonnye Roof,
Paducah, Secretary;
and Anna Wright, Murray, treasurer.

'A Tribute to Father' theme of program

"A Tribute to
Father," is the theme
for the first production
giving.
of Playhouse in the
"A book of hope for dads who struggle."
Park's Summer '84
season. The popular
Gourmet Cabaret's will
open
this summer's
Featured
season this Saturday
5.
On
Dodson Ave. and
,
and Sunday at 8 p.m.
— 'Focus On
Coldwater Rd.
:The Family
The theatre's Young
753-2769
Actors' Guild will do the
/101,Ine
Mon.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-2
honors by providing the
eve.ning's
entertainment.
The group has
selected songs about
father from Broadway
VIORLD
.,,_
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been with the Kroger
Company for 16 years,
presented a slide show
and explained the company's Ken Lake food
processing operation.
Oakes explained the
workings of Kroger's
food processing and product development at the
Technical Center,

DATEBOOK

753-0317

^

La Leche League will meet

Ministers plan meeting

^

Club supper Thursday

Bridge,play canceled -

FAMOUS meadovvcraff
OUTDOOR FURNITURE
ON SALE NOW AT FALL CLEARANCE PRICES
SAVE 25% TO 35% AND ENJOY YOUR
FURNITURE NOW AT FAUCLEARANCE PRICES

Bridge will not be played at the Murray Country Club on Wednesday,-June 14. as announced
the club's yearbook. Golf will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Sherry Gibbs as hostess.

Joseph Thomas Dillon born
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dillon of Dexter are the
parents of a son, Joseph Thomas, weighing six
pounds 13 ounces measuring 194 inches, born on
Saturday, June 9, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Two other children are Angel Dawn
Burkeen and Janice Kay Dillon.
The mother is the former Loretta Burkeen.
The father is employed at Ken Lake Foods.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Dillon of
Deacter_andMr. and Mrs-Charles Burkeen of
Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr..and Mrs.,
Terrell Roberts and Mrs. Fairy Pritchett.

DIET CENTER.
Dear DietCenter,
lani 7yairs old.
1_1(ost 0-noshed
Me Diet Center
program. I lost
35%I pounds and
66 ti incheS.r
can do_ myschool
work beier: Ican
dance benerl can
runfaster.

'
\I
CHAIR

$7995
_
SPRING BASE CHAIR REd. s12000 Ad:
SETTEE PEG. ,1.50

SETTEE
songs

TABLE & 4 CHAIRS

Ar)dnovJ

REG. 5575"

rnySeIC

Kristin
Warnel(n1
Sherry Wameling writes...
I am Kristin Wameling's mother. Last April, she started the it
Diet Center Program. Kristin is now a very different little gir
in many ways. She lost her weight and inches, but the
rewards go deeper than just reducing. She has'even
improved her school work.
Now, the smiles and outgoing personality can't even te
measured. The kids on the school bus don't call her "fatso,'
and she has her lifetime dream: designer jeans arid pretty
outfits.
During this time. I also lost 100 pounds. Now I can truly say
we are a Diet Center family. So thanks for letting us
accomplish what no other diet could do
were a healthy,
new family! We love you! _21
7 j
•

NOW

ADJUSTABLE LOUNGE

REG. 5259"

Regan:Bear of your age, Diet Center can be
the last weight-losa program you'll ever
need!

19995
;

TRUCK LOAD BUYING ALLOWS
US TO PASS THE SAVINGS ON
TO YOU NOW_
••••

Thurman?s.
1-1
101N. 3rd

Murray, Ky.

LITE YEARS AHEAD"'
b
CONSAY FOR A
CALL
isiaoON.
anyD=
FREE.IERY

208 Main

MO

Hwy. 941 The Village
M-F 7:30-12:30, 2:30-5:30
Sat. 10-12 753-0020
Now wet 1,ase locations. USA, Canada and Eng/Md.
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Glass becoming important collectible
Quietly, but with
growing certainty that
they are on to something
Important, a small
group of collectors and
aficionados of handmade contemporary art
glass have been helping
to make studio glass an
important art
collectible.

Ii

_

Recently, the group
showed its strength at
the annual meeting of
the Glass Art Society in
Corning, N.Y. The society was founded in 1971
as a forum for communication among glass
artists, collectors,
scholars and others.
More than 500 members
came to the Corning
Glass Center for the
four-day meeting. The
turnout was the largest
ever for a G.A.S.
meeting, according to
William Warmus, conference coordinator and
associate curator of
20th-eentury glass at the
Corning Museum of
Glass.
The group heard more
than 70 speakers and
also viewed some of the

art nouveau glass factory-made and only 5
masterpieces of Emile percent were handGalle, assembled as its made. By 1979, the
major 1984 exhibition by percentages were exactthe museum.
ly reversed in another
One speaker noted museum exhibition - 95
that although handmade percent of the pieces
art glass represents on- had been made by hand
ly about $117 million in by artist-craftsmen.
wholesale sales - a tiny
Harvey Littleton and
percentage of the total Dominick Labino
$2.6 billion glass market demonstrated in 1962
- it is recording in- that glassmaking could
creased sales each year. be taken out of the facEfrem Zimbalist III, tory and into the artist's
chairman of Correia Art studio.
Glass in Los Angeles,
Furthermore, accorsaid art glass sales had
ding
to Paul Hollister, a
been growing at a rate
of 12 percent a year writer on glass and
other craft media arts,
recently.
Americans have been
That's -quite an leaders in sharing inforachievement for a maticin
glaSs
movement that virtual- techniques.
ly did not exist in 1960
Once an arcane craft
and was largely
in which secrets were
developed only after a
hidden or "kept in the
demonstration in 1962
family," glassmaking
that molten glass could
has emerged as a
be worked in an artist's
medium in which artists
.studio, he noted.
exchange. information
Another speaker on how to achieve new
pointed out that at an effects. Pop-ular
exhibition assembled at speakers at the meeting
the Corning Museum in were artists who talked
1959, 95 percent of the about their work and expieces shown were plained in detail how

they created their unique pieces.
"There are more collectors, more publicity
and more artists today," said Zimbalist,
who added that sales of
art glass should con-tinue to increase at a
rate of about 12 percent
a year.

has received a boost
with the acquisition of
the work of a number of
glass artists by
American museums.
Besides the Corning
Museum, which owns
21,000 historic and contemporary pieces, the
Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York is
known to have acquired
work by glass makers
such as Harvey Littleton, Dale Chihuly and
4--kr
Michael Glancy, among
others.
Other museums interested in glass include
the Chrysler in Norfolk,
Va., and the San Jose
(Calif.) Museum, according to Ruth-Summers,
a gallery owner in Los
Angeles.
Another force in the 1
development of the
studio glass movement,
according to some 14
authorities, has been the 1,
Corning Glass Museum
which is part of the Corning Glass Center. Approximately 500,000 people visit the center each
year, according to
Dwight P. Lanmon,
museum director.

Besides _traditional
crafts outlets such as
fairs and shops, several
speakers noted that
newer avenues of
distribution for art glass
include art galleries,
department stores with
crafts and fine arts
departments, gift shops
and decorator
-shoWrioorns in Wholesale
furniture buildings.
The public for the
work has also increased. Where once gift
buyers and individuals
decorating their homes
might have been the
typical purchasers.. today serious collectors
tend to make the important purchases. Prices
for art glass have also
substantially increased.
Recently the medium

Tips offered for choosing outdoor shed
By ANDY LANG .
When you decide on
the need for a
prefabricated outdoor
shed on your property,
there's more to it than
just purchasing it.

.•

how to choose the best
shed for your needs is
given in the book, "Outdoor Storage," published by Ortho Books. The
following hints are included in the
information:

Although a shed
comes in a kit with
. -Expect to spend betprecut parts, assemblween $100 and $700, with
ing it can be either a
wood sheds costing a bit
tedious or a fairly easy
more than metal ones.
task, depending on the
Site preparation and
type of shed you want.
any materials not
Of course, you can have
specifically included in
it erected professionalthe kit, such as anchors
ly, but that is likely to
for metal sheds, will be
cost more than the
extra.
materials.
-A metal shed is parMany factors affect ticularly vulnerable to
the amount of time and strong winds, heavy
work necessary to snows and salt air.
assemble the shed. Con- Choose aluminium
siderable thought rather than steel for
a
should be given ahead of seaside location. Pick
a
time to how the shed will structural design
be used, where it will be suitable for the location.
placed and what your
-Metal sheds are
local building codes will easier to put up than
and will not permit.
wood and are fairly
Detailed advice on standardized, in form.

The main differences you don't want to have
are in size,'roof style to turn sharp corners to
and features such as maneuver in a lawn
doorclosing systems tractor. Think about acand protective finishes. cess in bad weather,too.
-Wood shed kits If you must use the shed
come with precut, par- regularly despite
tially precut and uncut precipitation, put it
materials. Wood sheds close to the house so you
require some carpentry won't get drenched each
skills, but are easier to time.
customize than those of
-The shed's orientametal.
tion to the sun will affect
-Select a site that is how much heat and light
level, firm and well- it takes in. Having a
drained, so that the shed long side facing south
will sit squarely, settle gives the most
evenly and be subject to moderate interior
minimal moisture. - • • •
temperatures. Think
-Depending on your also about where the
local building codes, you shadows from the shed
have several choices for will fall. You don't want
a foundation. They in- the shed to block the sun
clude a layer of patio from your tomatoes or
bricks, a pier foundation rosebed.
or pressure -treated
-A shed will affect
lumber.
how you use the rest of
-Consider whether the yard. What routes
the things to be stored are people likely to take
can be put in and taken when they go to the shed
out easily. For example, from various parts of

the house and grounds?
Will you be creating
traffic paths where you
don't want them? Will a
shed in that spot
disVace other important activities?
-Consider how the
shed's location will contribute to the appearance you want for
your yard. Will the shed
dominate the landscape
or be a minor feature?
Will you see the shed instead Of the apple tree
whenever you peer
through the dining room
window and does that
matter? What about the
view your neighbor will
have? Will it still be
pleasant?
(Do-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful information in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending $1.50 to this paper
at Box 5, Teaneck, NJ
07666.)
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heating and structural
systems of their homes.
"When people learn
how they can save 20 to
30 percent on energy
bills, you're giving them
more disposable income," said Haven, who
said he had purposely
picked a run-down
house in a poor
neighborhood so the
disadvantaged could get
exposure to energy
conservation.
Despite its location,
the Energy House is
designed to appeal to all
Income groups and
demonstrates such
minor, and lowcost,
modifications as lowflow shower heads and
foam draft sealers
around electrical
outlets.
"The low-flow shower
head uses half as much
water and that means
you only heat half as
much water," said
Haven, estimating savings of $60 a year for a
typical family of four.
Haven and a group of
volunteers spent three
years modifying the
house, which opened to
the public in December
1982. They removed
several walla and installed a "clerestory"a fancy skylight - in the
roof along with other
alterations.
The group uses a
room with large windows on the second floor
to demonstrate how
sunlight can be used for
heating at minimal cost.
This 'sun room" -contains water-filled plastic
milk bottles Painted flat
black to absorb heat.
The bottles, stacked in
one corner soak up heat
from the sun and pro-

vide warmth when the
room is in the shade.
On the roof, reflective
panels focus the sun's
rays on a black 30-gallon
tank that's hooked up to
the home's hot water
system. The sun'_s heat
warms water in the tank
before it reaches the hot
water heater in the
basement.

Haven says the
system serves as a supplemental water heater
in the winter, but meets
all the home's hot water
needs in the summer.
Also on the roof, accessible from inside the
house by a staircase, is
a long wooden planter
that serves as a rooftop
garden. The slide show

features tomatoes and
other vegetables grown
on the roof last summer.
Besides hosting tours
through the home, the
group works with two
private schools to encourage children to get
their parents involved
and also conducts an
Energy Club for
youngsters.
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A "HARVEST ROOM" AND A SCREENED porch
are featured in this
r•
three bedroom mash house.
An outdoor private rear te'Tare with a
barbecue grille is accessible from both areas. The
house contains 1,417
square feet. For more information on Plan HA12621
write - enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope - to architects York
& .Schenke, 226
Seventh St., Garden City, N.V. 11530.

DAYTONA BEACH
SUPER SAVINGS
Enjoy the best resorts
on the beach with
seasonal discounts
•up to 25% OFF.
Best Western Mayan Inn
Best Western Islander Lodge
Acapulco Inn
Beachcomer Oceanfront Inn
Sheraton Inn
Treasure Island Inn
TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS

800-874-7420

Oldhome is working display on energy_
PHILADELPHIA
(AP) - A century-old
brick row home that fell
into disrepair after
housing a corner
grocery and a candy
shop has a new coat of
paint and a new role as a
showcase for energy
conservation.
The two-bedroom
Germantown home is a
working display on how
to save energy and
money, yet live comfortably during winter cold
and summer heat.
Known as the Energy
House, the old home was
selected for the conservation project because
it is similar to 78 percent
of the housing in
Philadelphia. a city with
over 370,000 row houses,
according to Hap
Haven, founder of the
project.
Each Saturday, people tour the house to
learn about insulation,
weatherstripping, and
other energy saving
measures, such as furnace vent dampers and
window quilts that can
be lowered like shades.
A slide show
demonstrates the stepbystep process of making the , house more
energy efficient.
"A lot of people will
discuss problems they
are having in their own
homes and we try to
suggest solutions." says
Lind-a-,Knapp, a
volunteer.
The tours teach people how to take-advan.
th.e
. natural
orientation of their
houses to get the most
from sunshine, shade
and breezes and give
them a bett-er
understanding of the_
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Please -rush my copy of Me Otrytonfr &UK+ Fun Guide'
plus information about Oceans Elevens Resorts to:
Name
Address

RESORTS

City
2925 S At!antic Ave
Daytona Beach Shores, FL 32018

State

Zip
1SE

AMY

GARDEN TIME AGAIN
Just Arrived
Fresh Load Of
Frosty Acres
Frozen Vegetables

14 Pound Box
of 100°. Pure

round Beef
Quarter Pound Patties

$1946

Frosty Acres Purple Hull

Peas.. 20 Lb. Box $16
"
Frosty Acres Breaded

Okra

20 Lb. $17
"
Frosty Acres Blackeyed

Peas

20 Lb. $16
"
Frosty Acres Cut

Cool
With This
Sizzling
Special

Stay

5,000 BTU's
2 Speed Fan
Come On In And
Make Your Bost
Deal, Either Cash ,
S. Carry Or We Will
Deliver & Install.
Came See Our
Complete Line Of
Full She
Air Conditioners

Green
Beans

20 Lb. Box
Frosty Acres

Baby Limas
$ 1799

20 Lb. $1579

•

Choice Sides of Beef $ 129
FACTORY
TRAINED
SERVICE DEPT.

WE STOCK.
ALL THE PARTS
NEEDED FOR
REPAIR

Choice

225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

Front Quarters of Beef.

• LB
125 Lb. to 150 Lb. "109
Lb.

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM DO.

Phone 753-1601
107 N. 3rd St.

7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. - ..e Accept
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.'
Food Stamps

"Only Federal Inspecte&Meat Market In Murray"
-•
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MT A. clinic

For Women Only

accepting
applications

Running clinic sets sights on Bonne Bell
Running is not for everyone.
Or so some folks think.
But one group in Murray will be trying to
educate women about one of the most popular
forms of exercise known to mankind. And in doing so the group will be attempting to alleviate
the toughest obstacle facing most novice runners
— taking the first step.

Applications are being accepted for the annual Junior Tennis
Clinic sponsored by the
Murray Tennis Association. The clinic will be
held at the Murray High
School tennis courts.
June 25-29. and will be
limited to the first 75 applications received
through the mail.
No phone-in applications will be accepted.
Each participant
chosen will attend a onehour session five times
during the clinic week.
Each application
should contain the
following information:
Applicant's name,
age, address, telephone
number, type of player
— beginner or intermediate — and time
period participant cannot attend — 8-9 a.m.,
9-10 a.m. or 10-11 a.m.
Applications should
be sent to Mrs. Lanette
Hunt. 1508 Hermitage
Place. Murray, Ky.,
42071.

11T -t tourne),
accepting
applications

--.411100
CLINIC CORE — Approximately 10 women will comprise the core of the
Murray Bonne Bell Running Clinic for women including instructors Jan Arnold and Susan Woods (front row, far left and center), and runners Angela
Tedder (front row, far right) and (ba('k row.'from left) Tisha Ford, Carolyn
Tedder and Eva king. Not pictured are Patty Alvey, Bayberry Lanning,
Kathy Blakely and Mary Moran. The clinic's initial meeting will be Thursday at 6:30 p.m.

•
Players interested in
competing -in the Murray Tennis Association
Junior Tennis Tournament may still enter by
mailing their
application.
Information needed
for the application includes name, phone
number, address. USTA
number ( if available).
birthdate, and doubles
partner ( if applicable).
Also, applications
should include which
age division the player
will participate in — 18,
16. 14-or 12 i
- n both boys
and girls singles and
doubles.
Entry fee for the tournament is $9 per singles
and $6 per doubles team
and LISTA membership
$8.
Applications should
be mailed to Brenda
Marquardt, 2209
Gatesborough Circle.
Murray, Ky., 42071, by
noon on Friday.
For further information, call Brenda-- Marquardt,- ..7-5a-787S,.- -or Cheryl .Whitaker,
753-0783.
.The tournament headquarters will be the varsity courts at .Murray
State although several
court sites around Murray will be utilized during the tourney.

Battle for NBA superiority ends tonight
BOSTON ( AP ) — The
Boston Celtics have
played 104 games this
season. The Los Angeles
Lakers have played 102.
None of that counts
anymore.
The National Basketball Association season
that began More than
seven months ago in
mid-fall ends tonight in
a late-spring heat wave
with the only game that
matters.
"One game. We play
all year to get here,"
says Los Angeles'
Michael Cooper. "So
throw the ball up and
let's go for it."
Boston, which never
has lost a 'seventh game
of a championship
series in'
-pearances-, - is host for
the winner-take-all
finale against Los
Angeles, which never
has won a seventh game
of a championship
series in four attempts.
Some Celtics didn't
think there'd even be a
seventh game.
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"We really felt we
could finish it today,"
said Boston's Larry
Bird after the Lakers
'stayed alive by winning
Sunday's sixth game,
119-108, in Los Angeles
to even the series, 3-3.
"I thought I'd be playing blackjack tonight in
1,(egas," Celtics' forward Cedric Maxwell
said after the loss. "I
had all the arrangements made."
The Lakers spoiled
those plans.
Tonight, they'll try to
become only the fifth
team to win an NBA
championship series
after trailing 3-2 and only the second finalist to
knock off Boston, which
Is 14-1 in title-rounds, including
against the
Lakers.
"Everything is there
to be had," said Laker
Coach Pat Riley. "We
have a chance to do
something that no one
else has done — win a
world championship in
Boston.
"We're going to win
this one for Red Auerbach," Riley said of the
Celtic president and

general manager.
Throughout the
series, Los Angeles has
relied on missed Celtic
shots and its own defensive rebounds to fuel its
devastating fastbreak.
Boston has -tione well
when it has shot accurately from outside
and dominated the offensive boards.
The Celtics, who had
the NBA's best regularseason record, have
been nearly unbeatable
at home. They are 44this season, including
11-1 in the playoffs, on
the famed parquet floor
beneath the NBA record
of 14 championship banners. They are 2-1 _here
in this final series.
However, nine of the
last 11 NBA- crowns
have been won on the
road, including the 1980
title by the Lakers over
Philadelphia and the
1981 championship by
the Celtics over
Houston.
The Lakers, who had
the NBA's second-best
record this year, won
their eighth title., second
most in the league, in
1982;But they were

THE"GOODD'AY"SALES
1 Day-Willow Springs, Missouri-1 Town
Thursday, June 21, 1984
Clean Air-Clean Water-Clean Hogs
All Boars Performance Tested

NCA6
At
1983
Sale
Prices

The "Good Morning ' Sale
Pig Paul's Plantation
10:00 A.M. at the farm
Pork Plantation was
selected as Missouri's National Swine Improvement
Federation producer of the
year 1983

A.PR.2isttT3'112
Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and get all you
Can get in tractor performance

9.8% APR Financing
Available
There ,s a Case tractor
your budget

150 HEAD
20 Tested York Boars
10 Tested Duroc Bars
20 Open York Gilts
10 Open Duroc Gilts
25 Open York x Duroc
Cross Gilts
25 Bred York x Duroc Gilts
to Farrow in July
Home of Record Setting
Test Station Pen of Boars
in History of Missouri Test
Program

The "Good Afternoon"
Sale
Farms
1 00 P M at the Farm
30 Hampshire Boars
20 Hampshire Bred Gilts
30 Open Hampshire Gilts
20 York Boars
20 York Bred Gilts
30 Open York Gilts
20 Landrace Boars
20 Landrace Bred Gilts
30 Landrace Open Gilts
50 York x Landrace Bred
Gilts
150 York Landrace Open
Gilts
Write or call for a fact filled catalbg, room reservation or other information.
Delivery available

64r

1934

sri

•

PP Pork
Plantation, Inc.

•

1904

PAcKeel Equipment Co.
-0111115•
9•011C•••

900M
,02
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7$3 1063
$03 WAINUT
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LITTLE LEAGUE
Bill Fandrich and Doug Payne kept 1890's in
second place by pitching their squad to an 11-6
victory over Druthers in Monday night Little
League play.
T.J.' Gradisher had a triple and Jon Burkeen
added a pair of hits in the win. For Druthers,
Craigh Schwettman and Mickey Carson both had
two hits.
1890's record improved to 8-3, but Hutson
Chemical maintained a cushion as the league
leader by beating D&W, 9-3.
Kevin Turner and Kevin Tucker allowed only
three hits as Hutson upped its record to 9-2.
Travis Turner had three hits, including a triple,
and Tucker added a double for Hutson.
PARK LEAGUE
Wildcats overcame home runs by Scott Conklin and Jared Lassiter to defeat Key Auto Parts,
14-8, Monday.
Devin Banks almost hit for the circuit as he
tripled, doubled and singled for the victors while
teammates Wesley Latimer and Joshua Hahn
each doubled once and singled twice. Cory
England had two doubles in three hits for
Wildcats.

416

SPECIAL
Basket
Finger
Steak
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2000
3200.,
MOO

Local Summer League Baseball
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York where she'll compete for the national
championship, July 1. Last year she finished
fifth in the nation in her age group.
But &MI let Arnold's credentials or the fact
that she's run marathons before be
misinterpreted.
Anyone who attends the clinic will be coached
at their own level. From beginners to Mrs.
Woods who will be training for her first
marathon this fall, the goal of the clinic is to bring an awareness of running to the women of this
area. Clinic members will be ages 10 to
whatever.
As Mrs. Woods explained, "We'll be working to
support each other. Sometimes the hardest thing
to do is to- walk out the door to get started. It
makes it easier, especially for women, if they
know they've got someone to run with and someone who kind of expects them to be improving
at a certain rate. For everyone,..the improvement will ,he at.their own speed, of course."
The clinic will start with the basics and the
The group is called the Bonne Bell Running
first meeting will deal with warmup exercises,
Clinic for Women and the first meeting will be
**etching, necessary equipment and a brisk
held Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at 813 Broad Street
walk.
Extension. For those unfamiliar with the jigs
From there the weekly meetings will cover
and jags of Broad Street, the best way to find this
such areas as dieting, str@ngth training, weather
place is to gaeast on Glendalel beside Goodyear
precautions, racing strategies and a group run of
Tire) on Highway 641 south. Broad Street Extenvaried lengths.
sion is about four blocks from Highway 641 and
The buildup in running will be gradual and bas813 is one house over from the corner after turned on each individual's capabilities.
ing left on Broad.
"Everyone will have someone to run with durOr as clinic instructor Jan Arnold puts it, "Just
ing the group runs each week," Arnold assured.
turn left and start looking for the cars with
"We won't run off and leave anyone."
bumper stickers that say 'Share the Road with a
For those interested, the clinic will be geared
Runner."'
towards a group participation - in the annual
Arnold; a vivacious 54-year-old from Paris,
Bonne Bell race for women which is a 10
Tenn., and a Student at Murray State, will be
kilometer (6.2 miles) race in and around
sharing the clinic instructing duties with Susan
Nashville, Tenn. Everyone who joins the clinic
Woods, whose husband Bob helped coach Arnold
will not have to run in the Bonne Bell, but accorwhen she began running three years ago.
ding to the clinic instructors, by the time the race
The coaching was inspirational enough to conrolls around in September most of the members
vince Arnold to run three marathons in the last
will be capable of running the race if they want
three.years. plus qualify twice for the Diet Pepsi
to.
10K nationals as the regional grand champion in
As Arnold pointed out, "It's not a requirement,
her age group ( women 50-and-over).
, but running in the Bonne Bell is a good goal to
Just last week Arnold qualified for the second
work towards. For us it's a good excuse to keep
straight year in the regional competition at Linrunning and we've had a lot of fun and success in
coln, Neb., and won an expense-paid trip to New
the past by using the race as our group goal."
"It's kind of a psyche-thing," Woods added.'It
'gives you something to work for and it gives you
such a feeling of accomplishment afterwards."
But the goal of the clinic won't end at the
Bonne Bell, just as Arnold and Woods didn't stop
swept in four con- 77 degrees, about 10
running after they ran their first races.
secutive games by the degrees less than FriIn the case of Arnold, who started running
76ers in last year's day's tipoff reading.
three years ago to control her hypertension, the
finals.
And the humidity should
value of the sport has extended well beyond the
"We could play in be lower.
'
exercise_ "I started running for my health and
Nome, Alaska," Cooper
"The heat will have no
then I got hooked. I grew up in the generation
said. "We could play in effect," said Los
where, after the sixth grade, that was it for
the Sahara )esert. It Angeles' James Worthy.
women's athletics," Arnold related.
doesn't matter. No mat- "The crowd won't be an
"There were no other sports offered for women
ter if it's raining or advantage. It's what we
and I never learned to be a competitor. Since I've
snowing. It may have play for all year. We'll
started running, though, I've become quite combeen a factor in Game 5, be ready."
petitive, not necessarily with any other runners,
but that kind of stuff
but with myself — trying to better my own
isn't a factor in a Game
performances."
7.111
NBA Playoff Glance
"It carries over into other areas of your life,
CHAMPIONSHIP
In high humidity and
too," Woods said. "It's a phenomenon that oc(Best of seven)
a courtside temperature
Boston vs. Los Angeles
curs, especially with women who haven't been
Sunday. May 27
of 97 degrees, the Celtics
athletes before: that seems to instill more conLos Angeles 115, Boston 109
burned the Lakers,
Thursday. May 31
fidence in.all areas of their life."
Boston 124. Los Angeles 121, OT
121-103, last Friday
But for whatever the reason a person attends
Sunday.
June
3
,•
night for their second
Los Angeles 137, Boston 104
the clinic, the instructors are determined to
consecutive victory and
Wednesday, June6
make their efforts worthwhile. The group's
Boston 129, Los Angeles 125, OT
a 3-2 series lead.
Friday, June.
sincerity can be noted in the motto of both the
The National Weather
Boston 121, Los Angeles 103
Bonne Bell race and the Murray clinic: To finish
Sunday. June 10
Service said the outdoor
_
Los - Angeles US, Beaton WS, i.s.to win.
_
. .
- temperature at series tied 3-3
If you can't attend the Thursday meeting or for
Tuesday, June 12
gamettme tonight,
more information about the clinic, call Eva King
Los Angeles at Boston
scheduled for 9 p.m.
anytime between 7 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. at
EDT, is expected to be
762-2506.

Farm 3/4 mile S. of
Jct. 60 and 63 oast of
Willow Springs.
Mo. 65793

Hinds Farms
_
40laswer4.17--`4.9-2029
Rt. 2, Box 55
Willow Springt
MO. 65793

Comes With French Fries,
Slaw, Toasted Bun,
Dill Pickle & Reg. Drink

*t•
$ 99

— Prices C.c.od June 8-14
Convenient Drive Through Window

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q 'n' Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray Auto Parts blasted Footprints, 21-11,
in the nightcap as Ted Booth and Darrell
Ramsey each rapped a home run. Booth also had
a triple and a double and Ramsey added a pair of
doubles to his round-trip hit. Also for MAP,Chris
Jones arid Ricky Boyle had a triple apiece and
Sean Waller hit two doubles.

qR BABE RUTH
Tony Robinson had a no-hitter going into the
last inning until Kiwanis' Mark Miller stroked a
clean single into left field to spoil Robinson's
parade.But Robinson 'and his teammates celebrated a
win anyway 4s Hawaiian Tropics rolled, 22-1,
over winless Kiwanis. It was the seventh win for
Tropics without a loss this season.
Johnny Ahart had the only extra-base hit, a triple, tibr the victors who managed nine hits
altogether. Robinson struckout six Kiwanis batters in the five-inning game shortened by the
10-run rule.
In the other Junior Babe Ruth game Monday,
Mike Garland fanned three Taco John batters
and scattered seven hits to help Lions Club (4-3 I
post a 10-4 victory.
"
Trent Campbell lashed a triple and David
McDowell had a double among the Lions six hits.
Eric Grogan's double Was the big hit for Taco
Johns (3-4).
SR BABE RUTH
-The games scheduled for tonight between
Ballard and host Murray Senior Babe Ruth
teams were cancelled late Monday night by
Ballard.

ior all your 1 ravel Reservations Loll

Marjorie and Bill Major
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Cooney plans return to ring after bout with obscurity
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Monday was the second anniversary of the
Gerry Cooney-Larry Holmes heavyweight championship fight in Las Vegas.
Since that night in 1982, Holmes has fought
Randy "Tex" Cobb. r_ucien Rodriguez, Scott
Frank, Tim Witherspoon and Marvis Frazier.
Cooney has fought nobody.
All that is about to change. Cooney, after
riding a roller coaster of emotions into a deep
depression that nearly ended his boxing career,
is ready to return to the ring. He has a July 20
date at the Reunion Arena in Dallas against
Phillip Brown, a fight that will be televised by
HBO.
Despite his inactivity, Cooney remains an easily recognizable figure with the public. He towers
over ordinary citizens and his flattened nose is
the calling card of his profession.
"Maybe all those people didn't.give up on me
and understand that I was having problems and
went through some difficulties in life," he said.
Those difficulties really began before the
Holmes fight. Cooney had always been a
knockout fighter and there were serious questions about his durability. Some championship
fights do, after all, last 15 rounds.
So he went in against Holmes determined to
prove he could go the distance. Everytime he
watches a tape of the bout, he shudders over that
strategy.
"It wasn't me fighting," he said. "It was a
sparring match. I wasn't aggressive. I was more
or less programmed in my mind to see that I

Can
Cooney
Comeback?
could go the distance from hearing it so much. It
got instilled in my mind. All I wanted to do was
make sure I could go 15 rounds.
"I hurt him a few times but I'said, 'Well, hold
on, I got 10 more rounds to go or five more rounds
to go.' Lknow I didn't go for it when I hurt him. I
stepped back."
Cooney remembers one particular punch that
might have changed boxing history.
"I had him dead. I hit him a body punch that
must have touched his backbone in the first
round. I felt it. I had him hurt real bad.
"Then, I backed up. I didn't fight my fight.
That wasn't me. I was so concerned with going
the distance. I kept jabbing, jabbing, jabbing.
Everytime I hurt him, I backed up."
The fight ended in the 13th round with Holmes
still the champion and Cooney apologizing.
Three months later, he turned down a $1.3

,
EBOARD
, SCOR
.

Wingfoot
tee times
announced
UNION CITY, Tenn.
- About 100 regional
youth are expected to
participate in the 6th annual Wingfoot Junior
Golf -Tournament which
features 18=hole competition on both Thursday and Friday.
Among the 100
golfers, 13 have signed
up from Murray. The
tournament will be held
at Union City's
Goodyear Wingfoot
Park.
Tee times, age groups
and hole assignments
for the tournament field
are as follows:

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY.
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

-

753-8355

Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Seattle (Moore 34),(n)
EAST DIVISION
Cleveland (Sutcliffe 3-5) at
W
L. Pct. GB
Oakland (Conroy 0-2),(n)
Detroit
44 14 .759 Wednesday's Games
Toronto
36 22 .621 8
Cleveland at Oakland
Baltimore
34
26 .587 11
Detroit at Toronto.(n)
Boilton
30 28 .517 14
New York at Boston,(n)
New York
25 32 .439 18%
BalUmore at Milwaukee.(n)
Milwaukee
24 33 .421 19%
Minnesota at Texas.(n)
Cleveland
21
34 .382 21%
Chicago at California.(n)
WEST DIVISION
Kansas City at Seattle. In)
California
32 28 .533 Chicago
29 29 .500 2
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Minnesota
28 31 .475 3%
EAST DIVISION
Kansas City
28 29 .473 3%
W
L Pd. GB
Seattle
28 33 .459 4%
Chicago
32 25 .561 Oakland
26 34 .433 6
New York
30 24 .556
%
Texas
25 35 .417 7
Philadelphia 31 26 .544
1
Monday's Games
St. Louis
31 30 .506 3
Boston 9, New York 6
Montreal
29 30 .482 4
Detroit 5, Toronto 4
Pittsburgh
22 34 .363 9%
Baltimore 3, Milwaukee 1
WEST DIVISION
Texas 6, Oakland 3
San Diego
35 73 .603 Only games scheduled
-Atlanta
34 27 .557 2%
Tuesday's Genes
Los Angeles
34 28 .548 3
Detroit (Morris 11-2) at Toronto
Cincinnati
28 33 .459 8%
(Clancy 4-6). (n)
Houston
25 34 .424 10%
New York (Rasmussen 1-1) at
San Francisco 20 37 .351 14%
Boston (Clemens 2-1), in)
Monday's Games
Baltimore (Davis 6-2) at
Montreal 2. Chicago 1
Milwaukee (McClure 1-1). (n)
New York 3. Pittsburgh 1
Minnesota (Smithson 7-6) at
St. Louis 6, Philadelphia 4
Texas (Darwin 4-3). (n)
San Diego 5. AUanta 4
Chicago (Seaver 5-4) at CantorSan Francisco 8. Los Angeles 4
nia (Witt 5-61. (n)
Houston 3, Cincinnati 2, 14
Kansas City (Leibrandt 2-0) at
innings

Front Nine
Age Group 14118
8:00 Sam Miller. Roger Cain.
David Crocker.
8:08 Jeff Jackson, Jimmy
Sutherland. David Burks.
8:15 Richard Whitley, Steve Simpson, Hunt Boyd.
8:23 Rob Sanford, Mark Florence.
Tony Taylor.
8:30 Pat Carroll. Mike Robertson.
Greg Raye, Robin Grissom.
838 Mack Maness, J P Davis,
Brett Larimer. Joe Ellis.
8:46 Carl Talbott. Greg Evans.
Ricky Cox, Scott McDade,
8:54 Steve Brewer, Bret Harrison.
Bob Leeke. Jeff Chandler.
9:02 Greg Thomas, Barry Slayden.
Trey Nall, Lyle Canter.
9.10 Jack Warner, Jett Roberts,
Angie Barker, Mary Kate Erwin.
Age Group 13-13
9:18 „limbo Newton, Sam Kephart.
John Cochrum, Jeff Sanford.
9 , 26 Shelby Morgan, Joanna
United States Football League
G1bbe, Meredith Howe. Amy Wilson.
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Back Nine
Atiantic
Age Group 14-15
..
W L 7 Pct. PF PA
800 Robby Orshorne. Orlin
, -y-Piniadetphin
- , 10 i 0- 7938 -sag - 24yr. jaeoiT Hain-Eden.
x-New Jersey
12 4 0
750 387 295
8:08 David Kephart. Mobble
Pittsburgh
3 19 0 .188 248 332
Canada, Steve Wilson.
Washington
2
0
14
.125
242 444
8:15 Jason Walters, Roy
Southern
.
Daughtery. Joey Carroll, Mickey
a-Birmingham
13 3 0 .813 506 779
Barker.
.
x-Tampa Bay
12
4
0
480
.750
312
8:23 Todd Butts. Brent Grissom,
New Orleans
8 8 0 .500 314 966
Bobble Brown, Joby Wood.
Memphis
7 9 0 .438 207 383
.
....
8:30 Price Coakley. Chris Surgis.
Jacksonville
4 12 0 .260 281 436
Mark Beck. John Jones.
8:38 Kelly Jones, Trevor Coleman.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
4
Phillip Bryan, Nick Mills.
C.entral
i
846 James Robinson, Clint
y-Houston
11 5 0 .688 562 371
Criner, Patrick Gupton. David
Michigan
- a a or .800 366 341
McCuiston,
Oklahoma
6 10 0 .375 277 402
8:54 David Shoat Jimmy Bryan,
San Antonio
6 10 0 .375 280 296
Jonathan Murphree. Alan Cot/trap.
Chicago
5 11 0 .313 323 410
9:02 Tabethia Johnson, Terri
Lamb, Todd Chandler. Roy FUlei.
9:10 Rachel'. Throgmorton,
Samantha Mayo, Sherri Lamb.
9:18 Mark Maness, Matt Sturgis.
Jason Emmons.
9:26 Stan Cooley, John Imes,
c.....
Brian Holford.
MIA- 9:33 Mike Leeke, Tra Johnston.
Craig Schwettman.

Tuesday's Games
Montreal (LAta 10-2) at Chicago
(Eckarsley 0-2)
Pittsburgh (McWilliams 2-4) at
New York (Leary 2-2). (n(
St. Louis (Horton 1-0) at
Philadelphia IK.Gross 2-1). (n)
Cincinnati (Berenyi 3-6) at
Houston (Niekro 4-7),(n)
Atlanta (Perez 6-1) at San Diego
(Show 7-4). (n)
San Francisco (KrukOw 3-6) at
Las Angeles (Hooton 0-1). (n)
Wednesday's Games
Montreal at Chicago
San Francisco at Los Angeles
Pittsburgh at New York.(n)
St. Louis at Philadelphia.(n)
Cincinnati at Houston. (n)

NEW YORK (AP) Jim Rice, the Boston
Red Sox slugging outfielder, has been nameti the American
League's Player of the
Week.
Rice hit .577, drove in
13 runs and had a 1.038
slugging percentage
last week.
•

United States Football League

Pacific
Los Angeles
9 7 0
Arizona
8 8 0
Denver
8 8 0
Oafttand"•
- • • ' - 7 11 -0
A-clinched playoff berth
y-clinched division [the

.563
.500
.500
.438-

304
481
329
215

319
274
379
-306

million payday against John Tate. And then,
some of his fans began to turn him down.
"How could I turn around and take a fast
million-three to fight John Tate? That wouldn't
be fair to my fans. John Tate shouldn't be
fighting. He can't take a punch. He could get
seriously hurt. How could I do that?"
When Cooney walked away from Tate. though,
people began wondering whether Holmes might
have stolen their man's lust for the ring in those
13 gruelling rounds.
"I never came to point where I wanted to quit
fighting," he said. "I just needed time away,
time off. I knew I would fight again.
"I learned about people. You can't depend on
people too much. Three months after the Holmes
fight, they booed me. They said I grabbed the
money and ran. That's the way people are. It
made me angry, but it helped me understand,
and grow more."
Now the fans who booed him for not fighting,
are booing the credentials of the man he will
fight. Cooney bristles at that. "The guy's
undefeated, 22-0. Are they gonna get on my case
all the time?"
Brown once was a Cooney sparring partner. _
Cooney wants two More fights before the end of
the year and then a title shot, perhaps against
Holmes, perhaps against Witherspoon, perhaps
against Gerrie Coetzee.
He does not think much anymore about his
first crack at Holmes' crown.
"There's no sense in looking back to yesterday. You can't keep thinking about Yesterday or
tomorrow never comes."

1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 759-9347
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9 a.m. to 6 p.

COUPON
With This Coupon

To recognize and promote the dairy industry, the
Murray Ledger & Times will publish a special
magazine section Friday, June 15. If you wish to
be included in this section, please contact the
advertising staff at 75-1916.

a

S

At Time Of
Developing

a

Expires 6-16-84

log

A

Good LOOM

Give Us An Hour And
We Will Give You A Lifetime

69?.36,

Remember . . . Father's Day Is Sunday, June 17th!
•Ideal for Business, Insurance, Math,

Engineering, Finance, Science and More
•Write Programs in Easy-to-Learn
BASIC Language (manual included)
al Easier to Use and More Powerful
Than a Programmable Calculator

•Features 10-Digit Numeric Accuracy
and 15 Built-In Arithmetic Functions
•Measures Just 3/6 x 61/2 x 23/4" and
Weighs Less Than 41/2 Ounces
Easy to Expand with More Memory,
a Printer and Cassette interface

Radio Shack Has It All-From Low-Cost Pocket Computers
to Powerful Desktop Business Systems
Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retaile
r
CHECK IVOR PHONE OOOK FOR THE PARTICIPATING
A DIVISION 03 TANDY CORPORAPOtt

Raabe Mae* STORE. COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST
PurES APIY:v I RatVC

YOU

7.)/AP,J717 CFN'F-RS 40-47 t'Aa'

eocfitarz

GOLF TOURNAMENT
753-8355

a

Prints For
The Price of

Only

CRali

June Is Dairy Month

Two Murray tennis
players are still battling
In the Cresson Junior
Tournament in
Louisville's Central
Park.
In boys 188 division,
Mike Wilkins advanced
to the semifinals by
defeating Darin Murphy
of Elizabethtown, 6-2,
6-4, Monday.
In the third round,
Wilkins knocked off the
No.4 seeded player,
Perry Mussdorf of
Louisville, 7-5, 6-2.
In girls 14s division,
Murray's Ellen Hogancamp won her thirdround Match by beating
'No.9 seeded Beth
MCDonald _oLLoUilwille
6-1, 6-2.
In the second round of
boys 16s action, Murray's John Mark Hail
was eliminated from the
tourney when he fell to
No.7 seed Jeff Lewandowel('of Louisville,62,
6-2.

Serp 171
>
1
Photo

Solve Problems
Anywhere with
the Amazing
PC-4 Computer!

•

JUNE 18, 1984 Country Club of Paducah

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Wilkins,
Hogancamp
advance
in tourney

11111

Radios CapAldarriER
/hawk I CENTERS
SURPRISE YOUR DAD WITH A
TRS-80® POCKET COMPUTER!

Monday's Gems
San Antonio 21, Pittsburgh 3
Friday, June 15
Washington at Philadelphia
Jacksonville at New Orleans
Arizona at Chicago
Oakland at Los Angeles
Saturday, June 16
Denver at New Jersey
2 Birmingham at Memphis
Tampa Bay at Pittsburgh
Monday, June 15
Oklahoma at Michigan
San Antonio at Houston

901 S. SYCAMORE

PAGE 9

Tournament Schedule

PRIZES
pri...4Is deds.

11:30 -lameda'
12:30 pm -clinic with
Russ Cosiorms
1:00 pus-Tosomment
5:00 pm -Awards

wieners bt fear flights.

lit Pic -Nu.Radial Irons
2nd Pisa-Now Radii Woods
3rd Place-How Staff kg
4th Place-Golf Umbrella
5th Place-Dozen Golf Sails

•
.a NW 6 WI
11111 VIM WO
lie I •I1
OD
••••e.•
• .emporempes
NI I
lipep44

,31.11811

Photo 11)
Th4. Paducah .4.4441

Proceeds to Benefit Four Rivers Council Boy Scouts of America
The Four Rivers Council serves over 2200 youth in eight counties
of the Jackson Purchase and Liv,n.gvor
County in Western-Kentucky; Mossoc County, Illinois; and South Fulton, Tennessee

Official Retry F01111
Moroi
Address
Besiwass ikon
tetshed Horsdicap
I wish to ploy with the following people:

The Murray Ledger and Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
753-1916

Phone
Sr Average Seen last 10 moods
moo with tom deductible witty fee of $100 to.
Four Rivers Corea,BSA
P.O. llos 7033-Podocoh. Ky. 42001
Make èh.cle payable to:
Ross Cochroa SSA Golf Toonsenterot
Few isferatatieo call Roy Scoot Office
(502)4434461

am.

•

•

•••••.•

•

-•

•
•

I

I

-
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Fiancee Suggests That Where
There's Smoke There's Fire

Dean)
By Abigail Van Buren

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 Silkworm
3 Pinch
4 Testifies
1 Grant use of
5 The ones
5 Snare
here
9 Evil
6 Sun god
12 Great Lake
13 Rabbit
Exist
_14 Macaw_
_ liAtiiampurn
9 Fruit
15 Indulge in
ID Dry
liquor
11 Tropical fruit
17 Babylonian
16 Missive
deity
20 Rubbers on
18 Insect egg
19 Bactertolopencils
22 Artificial
gtst s wire
'21 Classify
language
23 English
23 Publishers
baby
27 Attached to
carriage
28 Metal
fastener
24 Ceremony
25 Roman four
29 Swiss river
26 Capuchin
31 Likely
monkey
30 Near
30 LIS!
35 Meeting
38 Maiden loved 32 Dock
33 Measure of
by Zeus
pl
39 Encountered
41 Female rutf
36 Deposit
42 Lucky '
2 3 4
number
44 Pertaining to
46 Kind of race
5
horses
48 Inclination
19
51 Let it stand
52 Edge
53 Symbol for
28
ruthenium
ACROSS

Answer to Pre.boos Puzzle
SENO R
A

TO A S T
A
A
A
A

A
P.
A

A

A
I.

A
XI SOAPS
A

AIS

At.
NOR ES
S
•T E E

37 Act of
making nets
40 Earthquake
43 Brother of
Odin
45 Printer s
measure
47 Aquatic
mammal
48 Streetcar

A

49 Be borne .
50 Delineated
54 Employ
56 Edible seed
57 Once around
track
58 French for
summer
61A continent
abbr

9

7

5

A Os

P
$

.12

55 Three-base
hit
59 Fuss
60 Anglo-Saxon
slave
• 62 Tidy
Zenith
63
abbr
64 Impair by
constant use
65 Yawn
DOWN
1 Permit

34

17

18
21
27
31

29

41
44

sic

42

48
51

1

PIP

DEAR BEWILDERED:Initiate
an honest, open discussion with
Sue, making it crystal clear that
you're not interested in smoking
pot.
As Sue said, it may enhance
the sexual experience, but hear
this: Studies done with male
laboratory animals show that
the principal chemical in marijuana (THC) lowers the level of
testosterone, the principal male
sex hormone, decreases sperm
count and causes abnormalities
in the sperm.
Also, one of the most widely
accepted misconceptions about
marijuana is that it is not
physically or psychologically
addictive. Not true. It is.
I don't mean to preach, but
people who start using drugs
rarely have a prayer.

38

35

39

10 II

14

DEAR ABBY: Sue (not her real
name) and I are engaged to be
married. We've gone together for
nearly two years and are both in our
mid-20s. The other night she said
she would like to get me high on pot
just to see how it would affect me. I
have never even tried pot and I told
Sue I had no desire to.
She said she had smoked it occasionally with the guy she went
with before she met me, and when
she was high on pot, the 4ex was
really terrific—not that she didn't
enjoy sex with me, but it was incredible with pot!
I told her I didn't care to smoke
pot, and if she did, she had the
wrong guy. Abby, Sue had never
mentioned pot before, and her sudden interest in it worries me. What
do you make of this? And what
should I do?
BEWILDERED

52

82
5.4

59
t 83

YES,51R IF YOU RE THE
SCHOOL P5YCHOLOGI5T iM
SUPPOSED TO SEE YOU..I'M
—HE DUMB KID WHO FAILED...

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are
• very depressed because of our
daughter and son-in-law, who are
tenants in the two-family house we
share.
We have decided to move to

NM.

Arizona because I've just retired
and we want to get away from the
cold New England winters. Neither
my wife nor!is in the beat of health.
I told them I am going to sell the
house and buy a home in Arizona. I
offered to pay them for the wall-towall carpeting and other improvements they put into the house.
Well, my Dear Abby, you would
not believe the way they took this
news! They are upset because they
will have to pay higher rent somewhere else, and they haven't spoken
to us since.
Do you think we should stay in
Connecticut because of them? They
both have civil service jobs and are
not hurting financially.
RETIRED
DEAR RETIRED: Don't give
your selfish daughter and her
equally selfish husband a second
thought. Head for Arizona with
no apologies, and happy retirement.
*

•.

DEAR ABBY: Re "One Man's
Opinion," the man who refused to
hire anyone with a beard or droopy
mustache:
Listen to this one: My grandson
teaches in a Texas high school. Just
before Christmas vacation he started
to grow a mustache. The principal
called him into his office and said,
"Mark (not his real name), you
know we must be an example to
these young kids, so when you return from your vacation I don't
want to see any mustache."
Most of the male teachers in that
school either smoke or chew snuff.
They also murder the King's English
with "I seen," "He don't," "Have
went," "Me and Joe did this or
that," but not a word has ever been
said to these teachers concerning
their grammar.
Sign me ...
IDAHO GRANDAD WITH
A HANDLEBAR MUSTACHE
***

0- /2

YOU HAD TROUBLE WITH
SCHOOL,T00, WHEN YOU WERE
YOUNG? NO,I DON'T MIND
NEARING ABOUT IT...

AWAKE!

SAFE DRIVER WINNER — Vanessa Gale Dorman, College Courts, Murray, was recently presented a cheek for her safe driving over the Memorial
Day weekend by Kentucky State Police Information Officer Richard
Wright. According to Wright, Dorman was observed on the Ky. 121 By Pass
at the Murray city limits. The report filed stated that she and her husband
were both wearing seat belts and their child was in a child restraint seat.
Pictured above are Bob Billington, (left) representing the Murray Insurance Agency, Dorman and Trooper Wright.

Nominations being sought for
recipient of Lovey Raburn Award
The Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc. is seeking nominations from
the public for a recipient
of the 1984 Lovey
Raburn Award. The'
award is presented annually to a deserving
citizen whose outstanding community service, dedication and
support have made contributions in the areas of
mental health, mental
retardation andor
substance abuse.
According to the Rev.
Norman Ellis, chairman of the board's
nominating committee,
this is an opportunity for
members of the community to acknowledge

--.111111=1

a significant contribu- Glen Cochrum of
tion in community ser- Paducah, Dr. Allan
vice by one of their Beane of Murray and
fellow citizens. Persons Glenda Cooper of Oscar.
nominated for the
Persons wishing to
award may be from any nominate someone for
of the nine counties the award should mail
served by the board and the name of their canmay come from any didate along with a brief
walk of life.'
summary explaining
why that candidate
The Lovey Raburn deserves this award to:
Award was instituted in the Rev. Norman Ellis,
1977, in memory of chairman, nominating
Lovey Raburn who serv- committee, Western
ed as a member of the Kentucky Regional
Western Kentucky Mental Health-Mental
Regional MH-MR Board Retardation Board, Inc.
from Carlisle County P.O. Box 7287, Paducah,
until her death in KY 42002-7287. The
January of 1977. deadline for nominaPrevious recipients in- tions is July 6. The name
clude Dan Akin of of the recipient will be
Paducah, Betty Lowry announced at the annual
of Murray, Mary meeting of the Regional
Criswell of Mayfield, Board in September.

Letter asking for identification
sent to home of deceased woman
"We've received a agency had been
report that you may be notified of the death, the
deceased. Please come Fort Lauderdale News
in with proof of identi- and Sun -Sentinel
reported.
ty," the note read.
Shamres, an assistant,
His mother, Paula
Shamres, died in general counsel for
December, and the let- Broward County, said
ter was sent two months he took the letter
later, after the federal literally.
"I tried to figure out
what they meant to say.
it bet>ame. obvious they
probably didn't realize
themselves what they
said," he said. "It just
sounds funny. My
Fraaces Drake
mother had a good sense
FOR WEDNESDAY, JUNE 13, 1984
of humor. She .wou,ld
have laughed at that."
What kind of day will tomor- SAGITTARIUS
He said he had no
row be? To find out what the (Nov.72to Dec.21)
stars say, read the forecast
You'll relate better with animosity toward
given for your birth sign.
friends than loved ones at pre- whoever was involved,
sent. Not being on time is a calling it a "casual slip
guaranteed way to create of a phrase without
ARIES
some tension.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4Y1
thinking about it too
You'll spend some time CAPRICORN
much."
(Dec.
22toJan.19) V
rehashing yesterday's proShamres wrote back,
It doesn't take much to
blems. A career breakthrough
'"The
handwritten comthrow
you
off
course
on
the
job
comes late in the day. Be tactnow. You'll - probably ac- ment on your notice was
ful now.
complish more at home. amusing to me, but
TAURUS
another person might
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tio67 Psychic powers mount.
It seems like a tug-of-war is AQUARIUS
not find it so. A change
going on regarding financial (Jan.20to Feb. 18)
of language is really in
Sometimes,
people
can
be
a
moves. Friends, though at a
pain in the neck. It's those lit- order."
distance,invite you to visit.
Social Security
tle idiosyncrasies that can
GEMINI
drive
you
mad.
representati
Privacy
is
ves last
(May 21 toJune 20)
week said they didn't
You'll need extra diplomacy favored.
know about .the handin dealing with close ties. The PISCES
wrong word could lead to a (Feb.19 to Mar.20) X
written note and regretmuch
After
indecision,
break. Be practical in finanted
the incident.
you'll finally come up with a
cialrnatters.
"That's just unheard
workable
plan.
sparkle
You
CANCER
now socially and should cir- of. I'm really sorry
(June21toJuly22)
about it," said Dee Dee
Feelings are easily hurt culate tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY need Cobb, the agency's comnow. Once you crawl into your
shell, there's no getting you self-discipline to make the munity relations
out. Partners,though,are sup- most of your talents. specialist.
However, you mustn't lock
portive.
In seeking to clear the
yourself in Ion* job where
LEO
Social Security rolls of
is
no
there
freedom
your
to
do
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4124:4
the deceased, the agenA missed appointment could own thing. You have the talent
to
make
in
money
business,
cy normally sends cards
be no one's fault, yet there are
repercussions. Your in- though you usually prefer a to living people, asking
spiration gives you new career vocation in the professions or for proof of identity, she
some creative field. It is imdirections.
portant that you like your said.
VIRGO
"That ,is not the norwork or you won't put forth the
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
proper effort. When guided by mal language that goes
You don't like making ex- Universal principles,
you out in a card," Ms. Cobb
cuses, but you may have to display leadership qualities.
meet others more than Birth date of: William Butler said. "The only thing I
can do is apologize to
halfway today. Evening Yeats, poet; Paul
Lynde, ac- the
individual. I don't
favors romantic meetings.
tor; and Richard Thomas, acLIBRA
know who would have
tor.
/X.ri
(Sept.23 toOct. 22) —
sent it out."
Changes are likely in travel.
Shamres said he conNEW YORK (AP) —
A situation is ticklish, but you
television
portable
sidered
A
the corstill have to take a stand.
Creative powers should be ex- news camera that uses resp9ndence nothing
tiny silicon chips in- more than an amusing
pressed.
*,
stead ottubes has been anecdote.
SCORPIO
introduced by RCA, The
"I've worked in
(Oct. 23to tIov. 21) MAP
says the camera government a long time.
It's diffitult to get others' firm
cooperation in, financial mat- produces very clear pic- Bureaucracies are not
ters You may have to rely on tures, especially in low- always thinking about
yourself. Travel proves light and rapid-action every aspect of what
they're doing."
situations.
romantic.
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) —
When attorney Jon
Shamres opened a letter
from Social Security officials addressed to his
late mother, he was surprised — and puzzled —
by the handwritten note
on the form letter.

4
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Legal
Notice Of
Sale Of
Personal Property
At Public Auction
Notice is hereby
given by Colwell
Mortgage Corporation in accordance
with the Uniform
Commercial Code
as the holder and
secured party of
that Installment
Contract
8z
Disclosure Statement ("Security
Agreement") executed by Hubert F.
Weaver & Lola
Weaver on Sept.
10th, 1952, which IS
now in default, that
the
property
described below
will be publicly offered for sale and
sold to the highest
bidder, for cash,
cashier's check or
other "good" funds
on June 25th, 1984 at
10:00 o'clock a.m.
at:
Starks Bro.
Mobile Homes
Rt. 9 Box 40
Benton, KY 42025
Mobile home for
sale: Year 1983
Make: Champion
Model:
Atlantic
Size 70x14 Serial
No. 4175
RefrigeratorX
StoveX Washer
Dryer
Air
ConditionertK
Awning
Skirting
Axle
Wheels . Furniture
Pak_
Other (describe I _

2

N

o

t i'E e

6. Help Wanted

LOVE Wicker?
Jim Suite, & Jerry for people whoLooking
enjoy
Henry will be in our sales, .party plan; exciting product line, super
showroom from
salary. Established
6;30-8:00 Mon., company looking to
expand in
ru-e-s., Thurs., Fri.
Ky. Call
Pasty Wilson, 247-5208.
PURDOM
NEED A SUMMER
MOTORS, INC.
JOB? Our company
hires students! Last
Olds-Pont.-Cad -Buick
summer we employed
1,000 students in our
college program. Last
summer, students in
Now Available at our college program
averaged $280 per week.
Interested? Call 4436460 between 8-10a.m.
for interview
Hwy. 94 East
NTointment.
PAINTERS. Must have
BIRTHDAY Parties at
2 years or more ex1890's. A clown to play
perience. Steady work.
games with. Balloon Call
753-0839 or 436-2935.
prizes, Ice cream cake
and the mess stays here. WANTED lady to live in
Call Memories 753-9555 or and take care of elderly
lady. Room, board and
1890's, 753-3604.
salary. Call 753-2582 or
753-3681.
3. Card of Thanks
WANTED non-smoker
mature sitter for infant.
Mon. -Fri.
CARD OF
7a.m.-3:30p.m. in my
THANKS
home. References. Call
I would like to - Linda Purcell, 753-8233.
thank my friends
and neighbors for
SALES
their
kindness
shown after my
OUR 75 YEARS OF
house burned. Your
EXPERIENCE OFFERS
gifts and love offerGREAT OPPORTUNITY
ing were much appreciated.
Also
•Reeession Proof Business
thinks goes to
•Solary
Draw
Deputy
Sheriff,
Fringes
•1110•• Repeat Business
Larry Nixon, the
•Opportunity To Break
Rescue
Squad,
Through 130.000
Brooks
Chapel
Methodist Church
Navy Brand Manufacturing Co. Is a AAA-1 rated
for the love offering
chemical specialty firm
and
housetrold
and a leader in the
shower and Ladies
manufactur•r
and
of WOW.Court 728
distribution of high quality industrial and institu-.
for the household
Hormel maintenance proshower.
ducts.
technical
No
May God bless
background necessary.
each of you.
We are looking for the
right person to work in
Barbara Ramsey

L.P. Gas

Murray
Bait Co.

the Western Ky. area.

The proceeds Of
said shall be applied toward the
satisfaction of the
indebtedness
secured by said
Security
Agreement
which
is
$14,857.14 as of this
date, plus accrued
finance charges, attorney's fees, and
costs and expenses
of repossession and
sale.
Seller
reserves the right to
bid at said sale.
Successful bidder
shall be obligated to
pay
applicable
sales taxes, if any,
in addition to sales
price at the time of
sale.
Dated this 1st day
of June, 1984.
Colwell
Mortgage
Corporation
By Marshall Yelverton
MFG housing
dept., Certified Mail
No. 168155
CNIC-86-01/8-4

5. Lost and Found

LOST
CAR
KEYS
In

Fox

Meadows. If
found talk to
Dee at B-12.
FOUND Boxer Puppy.
753-1593.
LOST, 2 small diamond
rings, yellow gold. Wildcat beach area. Reward.
Call 489-2266.
LOST small female
Calico in the vinicity of
721 Sycamore. 759-1337.
6. Help Wanted

Direct Field Sales experience a must. Please
call Mon.. Tues. or Wed.
after 9 a.m.
Herb Glazer
502-443.7521
NAVY BRAND
MANUFACTURING CO.
5111 Southwest
St. Louis,
Missouri 63110
An Equal/
Opportunity Employer

9. Situation

Wanted
21 YEARS Experience
purchasing agent and
other supervisory
positions. Will consider
anything related or
unrelated. Resume
furnished. Farmington,
502-345-2036.
TEACHER will tutor
students after school or
in the summer. For
details call 753-7129.
EXPERIENCED
teacher will tutor
students. 762-2751.
WILL Clean your house.
Have excellent references, 759-1762.

ADVERTISING Agency
seeks experienced advertising Copy Writer
on free lance or part
time employment basis.
Send resume. references and -samples -of- O. -Business Opportunitypublished works to
Tractive Effort Com- 1,000 SQ. Ft. Commermunications, P.O. Box cial block building on 1
acre pave parking lot.
346, Clarksville, TN
I/frated 5 miles west of
37041.
2.Notice
1.1Lirraw-oon Hwy. 94.
ADVERTIsmfb Agency
-480.000 with financing
seeks experienced
DAILY
available. 435-4526.
Graphictis
publishee t. Must
SMALL business for sale.
CAR RENTAL
have
rtfolio of
Profitable and well esworks. Send
LONG TERM
resume, salary re- tablished. Interested
persons call 753-3604.
LEASE
quirements and re
ferences to Tractive 11. Instruction
ASK GENE
Effort Corn
AT
munications, P.O. Box SPECIAL Ed. teacher
346, Clarksville, TN interested in tutoring
students' for summer.
37041
A FUN JOB. Super- 753-6834 after 5p.m.
visors needed for USA
14. Want to Buy
No. 1 Toy Party Plan to
hire and manage de- CAMPING equipment,
mostrators. Free train- tent, cots, etc. 753-1566.
ing and supplies. Free NICE. low mileage 4
$300 sample kit. Great DR, large Buick, Olds
pay and earn Hawaii or Cadillac with all
trip. Work from your options (prefer Buick).
home. Lathes 1:Trer 23 Call 492-8594. call for details. Call WANTED to buy: HarDebbie collect at dwood timber. Call
502-653-4704 or 502-653- 753-0338.
4742.
FEDERAL, State and 15. Articles for Sale
Civic Service jobs now 23 CU. Ft. Sears
Chesi
available .in your area
Freezer, 30 pt. DeCall 1-16191 569-8304 for humidifier, Water Disinfo. 24 hrs.
tiller. 753-5817.
500 SCHOOL Chairs, $1
each also desk, antiques, collectibles. Open
8a.m.-8p.m., 7 days a
week, Hwy. 119, Paris
Landing Country Store.
Look for helicopter.
• SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
.901-642-8119.
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
DESIGNER Quality
carpeting. 3 huge rooms
and stairway. Includes
padding. Dark green
Sculptured. Great condition. 753-3913 after
6p m.
USED GE Washing
Auto body repair is becoming
Machine. Also used 2
seater Go Cart. 489-2241.
more 'High Tech' every year-

White Rock,
Sand And
Gravel.
492-8469

EER'
QD PION
CAR
STEREO

The Future Belongs To
Those Who Prepare

with

advanced

skills

required

now and in the years to come.
Four

$1,500

- scholarships

available for qualified applicants.
54 month course, classes start
June 18, 1984. ( Late registration
possible) Call

2 FULL Size Complete
-Beds, both maple. 1-$50,
1-$75. Brought waterbed,
need to get rid of these
beds, out of room. Call
after 6 p.m.
435-4354 or 435-4389.
ALMOST neW.4entire
living room, quality
furniture, Mahogany
Low Boy, 2 end tables,
Hickory M.C. Floral
sofa and matching wing
chair, 2 matching beige
velvet chair and large
Hickory chair, Westwood lamp, pictures
and accessories, artificial tree. 489-2880.
BABY changing table,
high chair, baby back
carrier, double bed._
753-581s7.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah 442-4302
Desks, chairs and files.
We
have
electric
typewriters,
adding
machines, folding tables,
bookcases, print files,
two drawer and four
drawer cabinets. New
Hems, small wood desks.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

171111

LiMurn

22. Musical
ANTIQUE dark oak
upright piano, $140.
489-2699.
SPINET-CONSOLE
PJANO FOR SALE.
Responsible party to
take over piano. Write
Mr. Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, Illinois 62231
(618-594-42421.

Wanted: Responsible
party to take over low
monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be
seen locally_ Write
Credit Manager: P.O.
Box 537 Shelbyville. IN
46176

DAILY GOLD &

Gold
Closed
Yesterday 382.75
Opened
Today
374.50
Down
8.25

Aurota, Kentucky
1-344-8244

Rte. 88 Near

46. Homes for Sale

WATER Heaters. Elec- ROOFING. Hot Work,
tric, double heating Shingles. All Kinds. Call
elements, round glass for free ,ei
/
1
4411....9.n te. 502lined tanks, 5 year 328-8934.
guarantee, 30 gal., 17Rn -MT
LE ee or Pent.
$109.99: 40 gal. $119; 50 Available July 1st.
10
gal. $139.99. Wallin rooms, 4
bath,
Hardware.
built-in range, refrigerator,. dishwasher.
27. Mobile HMOS for Sate References required.
511 South 11th St. Call
10x50, CONCRETE drive, 901-247-5749.
carport and porch, TWO BR house near
carpeted. 121 out of University. 489-2244.
Coldwater on Sandlack
Road. 436-2828.
12x65 2 BR, 2 bath, with TWo young ladies will
110x108 lot, near East share a house with
Elementary. $14,000. another lady near MSU
and downtown. Availa753-9540 after 'p.m.
12x65 NICE Condition, I ble immediately. Call
BR, 2 baths. $5,000. 753-6577.
Located E-11 Fox VERY nice two BR
Meadows. 753-3875 be- home, large yard, garden, stove,- refrig., 8
tween 12 noon-p.m.
1975 ALL eleceRc, 3 BR, miles SE of Murray.
2 bath, $7,500. Call after References and deposit.
Call 492-8594.
5p.m. 437-4257.
1076 DETROIT 14x56, I 38.
Pets-Supplies
BR, central heat and
air, stove, washer and ALL breed grooming
dryer, underpinning, and boarding. Free
utility pole, front and pickup and delivery.
rear deck option. Extra Reasonable rates. Sue
nice. Call 753-1596, After Lovell, 489-2856.
5p.m. 753-5905.
BEAUTIFUL gentle 10
1980 LIBERTY 14x52, 2 month old male Collie.
BR, front kitchen, $60. Call 759-1099 before
partly furnished, un- 4:30 PM.
derpinning, w/air, $8, SiX year old Appalousa
200. Call 527-9884 from 9 Gelding., $550. Call 753to 5.
1736.
ROUSE trailer, 12x56, STrE7TXT-Telt7-715
central heat and carpet GOOD HOMESand all electric. Take reasonahly priced AKC
over payments ar buy registered German
straight out. 1980 model. Shepherd pups from
Call 498-8428 after 4p.m.
gentle. loyal, obedient
parents. Good with
28. Mobile Homes for Rent children. Mon.,
Wed.,
ROUSE trailer for rent Fri. 753-0123. Everyday
after
7p.m. 759-1893.
or for sale, also small
apartment for rent for
summer school. Fred 41. Public Sales
McClure, 300
Woodlawn.
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray. No pets. 4892611.
TRAILER for Rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dill's
Wednesday,
Trailer Ct, Murray.

BR, l

MOVING
SALE

June 13th
303 S. 16th St.
No sales before 7
a.m. Furniture, appliances, some
antiques.

30. Business Rentals

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

ABOUT 1 mile south of
New Providence, included is a good electric
cook stove, refrigerator, air conditioner and
gas heater. Call
492-8316.
FOR Full Time Real
Estate Service, contact
Kopperud Realty, 753'222. We currently have
over 180 properties for
sale.
ROUSE, about 1 mile
South of New Providence,
included is a good cook
stove, refrigerator, air
conditioner and gas heater. Call 492-8316.
TEE bedroom Brick
home, 2 baths. Located
813 Bagwell, Mid $40's.
Call after 4 PM, 753-7238.

47. Motorcycles

5 1. Camper s

ontro

Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Down

9.02
8.72
.30

733 7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10.8 Daily. 12 5 Sunday

53. Services Offered

1972 FORD Van Mini
Home Popup top, 6 ft.
clearance, carpeted,
cabinets. refrigerator,
Port-a-potte, bed, eating, cooking utensils go
with van, $700. Call
753-6674. Leave name
and number for Laura.
1976 MODEL GEls, recreational camper, ap•
prox 21 feet long. with air.
Call 753-2289.
1978 ROAD Ranger
camper, sleeps 6, excellent condition. $3,500
firm. 753-8117.
22 FT. Motor Home, air
and gen., extra clean,
22,xxx, one owner.
Phone 753-1353.

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for al houses. It
stops painting.

Jack Glover
753-1873

CARPENTER Work! 28
years experience.
Buildings, additions,
remodeling, repairs.
Will give estimates.
Call for W.A. after.
noons. Farmington, 3452024.
ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding. NO
52. Boats-Motors
JOB TO SMALL. Free
14 FOOT aluminum V mitimates. Days 753.
bottom boat, 35 HP Motor 1973, nights 474-2276.
and trailer. Call 753-2708. MINER'S Tree Ser14 FT. Alumacraft Jon /ice. 30 years exBoat, 18 h.p. motor, 3 ?erience. Also bucket
Speed, Minnkota troll- truck for hire. Call
ing motor, depth finder, 753-0386.
3 seats, Heavy Duty
trailer, fully carpeted,
$1,400 firm. 753-6660
Aluminum Service Co.
day!, 753-2359 nights.
Aluminum
and vinyl
14 T'I'.Fiberglass Bass
siring. Custom trim work.
Boat ith trailer and 20
h.p. Mercury motor.
References. Call Will'Ed
$1,650. 247-5541.
Bailey, 753-0689.
1976 TRI Hull, walk
through windshield, 85
h.p. Mercury outboard. MOBtLE home roof and
Lots of extras Call repair. Carpentry work.
474-2374.
Roofing small building
25 FT. Chris Craft and garages. 753-2260 or
Cruiser, cooking and 753-4740.
sleeping quarters, $2, MURRAY Satellite
000. 753-9775.
Sales. Prices start at
DEPTH Finder, Troll- $1,650 and up. Installaing Motor repairs. Fac- tion included. 753-9263
tory authorized parts or 753-3875. Also do
and warranty service. repair work.
Lowrance, Minn-Kota, NEED work on your
Motor Guide. ECHO trees? Topping, prunELECTRONICS, ing, shaping, complete
Paducah, Ky. 442-7673.
removal and more. Call
ROBIE CAT. 16' sailboat, BOVER'S TREE
blue with tequila sunrise SERVICE for Prosail, with jib and trim- fessional tree care
mer. Call 961-642-6025.
753-0338.

1971 KAWASKI 500.
needs work, $150. 7533789.
1980 750XS Yamaha,
low mileage, excellent
condition, loaded, far.
ring, saddle bags,
trunk, matching
helmets, cruise. Call
753-0856.
1980 HONDA CX506
Custom with shaft
drive, water cooled
engine, vetter tarring,
Goodyear Eagle tires,
other extras. A real nice
bike with low mileage.
Asking $1,550. Call 7534440.
1980 Yamaha, 850, shaft
drive, fully dressed, excellent condition $2,350.
also 1983 Yamaha 3
wheeler, electric start,
drive shaft, excellent
condition. $1,050. Call 3288137.
1981 HONDA CX-506
Custom liquid cool shaft
drive, two tone blue,
excellent condition. 492;
8892.
1984 YAMAHA 125 6Wheeler. 6 months old
$650. Call 753-3643 or 53.
Services Offered
753-6848.
BAILEY'S FARM
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
LUMBER
48. Auto Services
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
For all your
CAR Batteries, 24 Whirlpool. 21 years exOut building needs
series. 36 month perience. Parts and ser759-1099
guarantee, $27.99; 60 vice. Bobby Hopper,
Corner of Industrial Rd
month guarantee, Bob's Appliance Service,
$37.99; 27 series, 36 202 S. 5th St. 753-4872,
753-8886 (home).
ODD job specialist.
month guarantee
$32.99; 60 month BLOCK Building, ceiling fans, electrical,
guarantee, ;39.99. basements, garages, plumbing, fencing. You
Wallin Hardware, footing, floors, drive- name it, I do it. You
ways. Also brick work, buy, I install. You
Paris, TN.
GOOD Reconditioned large or small jobs. 24 break, I fix. Call 43€Auto Batteries, years experience 753- 2868.
PAINTING, inte.r-i-or
guaranteed! $15 ex- 5476.
CARPENTER work, and exterior. By the job
change. Call 753-3711.
painting, roto tilling. By Dr by the hour. Re49. Used Cars
ferences by request.
hour or job. 753-0790. •
Call 437-4221 or 437-4534.
1988 CHRYSLER
TREEWORK. complete
Newport, 4 new steel LAWN Mower and tiller
removal, topping or tribelted radials. Also one repair. 3 miles south on
mming. Experienced.
for parts. Call 492-8594.
121. See Wayne and Kim
Reasonable rates. 753JAGUAR XKE Wilson, 753-5086.
Coupe, rebuilt engine, LEE'S CARPET 0211.
new tires, excellent CLEANING. Murray's
We can copy and
condition. $9,000. Phone only professional Cartransform prints Into
753-6323 after 5p.m.
pet Cleaning Company
hula or heavy oils
1971 CADILLAC 2 dr. with over 12 years
CARTER STUDIO
Coupe Deville. 753-7583 continuous local service
?,"•3 8298
300 Maul
using the most powerful
after 6:30p.m.
1973 CENTURY Buick, 2 cleaning system made.
door, $500. Call 753-3923 Hundreds of satisfied 55. Feed and Seed
ask for Vickie 8:30 AM to repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured. MIXEDpeed beans. 40
5:00 PM.
percent Essex, 60 per1973 OLDSMOBILE We move the furniture cent York. $10.50
per
Cutlass, good running free. Free estimates. 24 bussel. 753-3533.
hour service, 753-5827.
condition, $450. 759-4526.
1974 DATSUN 810 Wa- LICENSED Electrician 56. Free Column
for residential. and.
gon,$925. 753-9371. commercial. Heating -2 FREE Ifit6ns. '7521974 MAVERICK.
9689 or 436-2148.
cylinder, automatic, and air condition, gas
FREE kittens. Call
ac., good condition, installation and repair.
after 6p.m. 753-3769.
Phone 753-7203.
$850. 753-7398.
FREE to good home, la
1974 MONTE Carlo. NLASONARY Work,
brick, block and stucco, Persian. 14 Calico
759-9532 after 6p.m.
foundation repair. No mother cat. 2 kittens
1976 DODGE Dart,
job too big or too small. and young male cat
cylinder, good condi- Call 901-243-4104
ask for 759-9511 after 5p.m.
tion. 435-4124.
Mon.-Fri.
Danny. Free estimates.
1977 GOLD Malibu.
$800. Call 753-2422.
01)111041041410-111110•••••••
1977 MERCURY Mon
arch 4 dr., brown •
76-;-Socx miles, sharp
•
$2,250. 489-2547.
1878 LTD 4 dr., 1 owner • CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
car, very clean, cruise, •
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
good tires, motor in
SOLID
WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
good condition, 12.500. •
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Chaffy
753-3924 or can be seen •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
at 309 North 20th.
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
1979 BUICK Park •CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
FURNITURE REFINISHING
Avenue, $5,900. Call
•CO•APBT/TIVE PRICES
753-9414.
• moo By IL Sum
753-5940
1979 FIREBIRD, Call 753- ▪ Our DI•plriy
0492.
1212 Mon Murray Ky
1984 FORD Tempo, 3
speed, excellent condition, low miles, no
down, take over
payments. 759-1796.
GOV'T surplus cars and
trucks under $100. Now
available in your area.
Call 1-(619) 569-0241. 24
hrs.

43. Real Estate
31. Want to Rent
MATURE female NurSTROUT
sing Student wants
REALTY
Call Your
room to rent. Mon. thru
Local Professionals
Fri. Starting Sept., 1st.
Lou Ann Pfillpot753-6643
Prefers quite atWayne Wilson 753-5068
mosphere. Close to
Joe L. Kennon 438-5878
Murray State Campus.
1912 Coldwater Road
Exchange references.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 502-554-4195.
(5021 753-0188
RELIABLE working
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
couple with one child
753-0414
Broker
looking to rent 2 BR
Murray's only Home
Licensed 8. Bonded
house in city limits.
References available.
owned and operated
753-6211 after 5p.m.
Pest Control Service.
WOULD like to rent small 100 ACRES, all in
Free Inspection and
office space in Murray, Umber, with 3000 feet of
Estimates
reasonable rent, 901-642- Ky. Highway 121 front1311 before 5 PM or 901- age near Cypress Bay.
Owner wants offers.
247-3379 after 5 PM.
24. Miscellaneous
C.O. Bondurant Realty,
4 MODERN Koken 32. Apts for Rent
753-348T?
Barber chairs, excelFOR Real Service in
1
AND
2
BR
apts.
near
lent condition. Paris
Real Estate, Contact
Landing Country Store. downtown Murray. 753Kopperud Realty, 711
4109, 762-6850 or 436-2844.
901-642-8119.
Main. We work at your
ALFALFA Hay, -also - 1 aft furnished, lease conventente.mane- 753
Timothy Clover Hay in find deposit. Adults 1222.
field or delivery. 753- only. No pets. Call after
4p.m., 759-4756 or 753- LISTING; Residential,
5358.
Investment, FmHA,
CRAFTSMA1'4 10 inch 9208.
Land, Lake, Commercial,
table saw, 1220. Craft- 1 BR furnished apt and 3 Farms. Murray
sman Router, $30. 753- BR furnished apt. Close Calloway Co. Realty,
to University. Call 7531662 or 753-3418.
753-8146 or Ron Talent.
GOOD used riding 3134.
753-9894.
FURNISHED
residence
mowers, starting at
1250. Call 753-8201 or across street from Ca- 44. Lots for Sale
,
mmer only.
come by Murray Rental
AURORA one to 10
11 753-1 .
and Sales, 200 East
1 BR unfurnished, 2 Bit acres wooded Kentucky.
Main, Murray.
Lake area, from $3,996,
OAK and Hickory furnished. Lease and nothing down, from
$39
firewood, $25/rick de- deposit. Adults only. No month, for home,
pets. Call 753-9208 after
livered. 436-2778.
mobile home, free inPROCESS MAIL! $75 4p.m.
formation phone Mr.
per hundred! No ex- 2 BR brick duplex, 2 Shell 1-800-521-4998.
perience. Part or full miles east of Murray. LOT in Keniana Lake
time. Start im- $165/month. $100 de- Shore Heights on
mediately. Details-send posit. 753-1566.
BR duplex with car- Marguerite Parkway.
self-addressed stamped
75x145 ft., water, elec.
port
on Stadium View
envelope to CRI-N41,
available. By owner.
Drive,
central
heat
and
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
$750. 759-4637.
air,
all
appliances.
33495.
RAILROAD Ties, $3.00 carpeted, deposit re- 45. Farms for Sale
and up. Call 753-2905 or quired. no pets. Married 17 ACRES,
Ideal building
couples preferred. Call
435-4343 or 435-4319
location, 6 miles out on
CLEARANCE SALE. 753-1799 after 5:30p.M.
121 North over 1000 feet
Rear tine tillers. Supply 2 BR, near University. highway frontage, also 2
limited. Prices good 753-8096.
bedroom house with good
while they last. All have FURNISHED apts. ef- well. 9 acres new pasture.
Briggs and Stratton ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also Call 753-3604.
engines. 3 forward sleeping rms. Zimspeeds and reverse. 5 merman Apts., S. 16th 46. Homes for Sale
HP, $399.99; 8 HP. St. 753-6609.
$499.99. Wallin Hard- FURNISHED 2 BR apt. 2 BR house on large lot
or would consider un- near downtown. Large
ware, Paris, Tn.
furnished
with lease. storage room. Reduced, 50. Used Trucks
SAWDUST for sale.
Near
hospital.
Single $17,000. Call 753-5477.
Shoemaker Lumber
1973 DATSUN pickup,
Co., Hwy. 22 North, lady preferred. 1 BR brick ranch. 2 car automatic, with topper,
attached
garage
with
$120/month
plus
utilities
McKenzie. 'TN. 901-352good condition. 11.200.
opener. Beautiful corand riepoait. 753-3584.
-5777.Call 753-1738 evenings
ner
lot.
Living
room,
Two
RR apt. near
SATELLITE Service,
dining L. eat-in kitchen, 1978 DATSUN, King Cab
system repairs, tune- University. 489-2244.
dishwasher. stoye, pickup. 5 speed, real good
ups, upgrades and new
pantry. Family rodm. condition. Call 753-2708.
sale. Tri-State Satellite 33. Rooms for Rent
fireplace, 2 full baths, 51. Campers
Sales, 315 Tyson Ave. 1 BLOCK from Un- stereo
system, patio,
Paris. TN. We repair iversity. Call 753-1812 or heat
pump, central air. 1970 SHASTX 14 ft.
anyone's satellite 759-9580.
trailer, sleeps 6, stove,
759-1005.
system. 901=642-5361.
ROOMS for college
BR frame home. refrigerator, $850. Also
USED double burner students. Boys or girls. located
at 1008 Olive St.. 1978 XL 175 Honda Dirt
gas grill, $95. Murray 753-5561.
large lot with garden Bike, $150. Call after
Bait Co.. 94 East.
ROOM for rent. space. $20,000. 753-9775.
6p.m. 438-2455.
Washer, dryer, kitchen
facilities. $95 per month
SILVER PRICES
including utilities. 753TLC Cleaning Service
5842 or 438-2411.
Silver

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA

Perfection Auto
Body Institute

Tea.

ner Hertiage Edition
with all attachments.
Only 6 months old. Paid
$645. Will sell for $300.
Call 851-3679.

FOR SALE
Spinet-Console
Piano Bargain

34. Houses for Rent

24. Miscellaneous

23. Exterminating

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

•

16. Heine Furnishings

19e

•Only One In This Section Of The Country
•Carpet Dry In /
1
2 Hour.
1
2 to /
Gall Today For Our 1.0w -Low
INTRODUCTORY PRICE.
We Clean With
References

)11 abr •

.

.5 •

759-1834

• •

••• ••-•

TENDER LOVING CARE
759-9754,

- -- -

•

753-8302
or
753-5870

•

r-

--•••••-

Close To Downtown
Shopping Area,
Both Banks and
Courthouse.
Excellent Location
For Professional
Offices.

Introducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR louse at Panorama Shores. Available now. Adults
preferred.- Deposit required. Call 436-2755.
EXTRA niee 2 filk
unfuroish'ed home. Deposit •required. OM' Per
month rent. Call 7539829.
LARGE famished 2 OR
ifilits. Located near
hospital. Call 753-8731.

Prime
Office Space
Available

^

•

••

e;•

•

1

••••••••••".•••!..r.,•••••

--me-ra•-•.- - • •
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Read the classifieds ,

Student gets lir for Carter paper

11r. Kemp's
funeral to be
W .ednesday

FRANKLIN PARK, tial, Executive" as part hotel by presidential
Pa. (AP) — An eighth- of a class project at In- press secretary Jody
grader whose show-and- gomar Middle School in Powell and found by
tell offering turned out Franklin Park, a Pitt- Kristin's father.
"The papers were ofto be briefing papers for sburgh suburb.
Jimmy Carter's debate
The 13-year -old fered back to Jody
Services for Harlan with Ronald Reagan wasn't aware that her Powell, and he says the
Kemp will be Wednes- earned a footnote in schoolwork was actual- little girl can keep
day at 11 a.m. in the history, but only a 'B' in ly evidence in a top- them," a Justice
chapel of Max Churchill her social studies level government Department official who
asked not to be idendispute.
Funeral Home. The course.
who
teacher,
"She thought they'd tified said late last
her
And
ofwill,
Rev. Dan Leslie
ficiate. Gus Robertson, brought the documents be real intecesting. I week.
"He (Powell) looked
to the government's at- thought they'd be great,
Jr.. will be soloist.
Pallbearers will be tention, netted a school too'," Kristin's mother, at them and recognized
Otto Chester, Osro But- reprimand for calling Carol Preble, said them as his," said
Carolyn Shields,
terworth, Glenn the FBI before she recently.
The Justice Depart- Powell's executive
Crawford, Hilton notified the student's
ment has confirmed assistant in Washington.
Williams, Lancie Morris mother.
Kristin Preble raised that the 4-inch-thick
DeLisio said he took
and Bud Myers.
Burial will follow in eyebrows Jan. 19, when bundle of documents the briefcase to his
she gave _teacher Jim was _indeed- a batch of Franklin Park .home
the Goshen Cemetery.
Friends may call at DeLisio a zippered briefing papers from and tried repeatedly to
the funeral home after 4 briefcase stuffed with Carter's 1980 re-election reach Mrs. Preble by
papers marked campaign. They had phone. He then conp.rn. today ;Tuesday.
Mr. Kemp, 77, Rt. 7, "Classified, Confiden- been left at a Cleveland tacted a cousin who
Mayfield, died Monday
at 5:20 a.m. at his home.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Odell Cooper
Kemp; two sons, Bob
Kemp and Gene Kemp;
stepdaughter, Mrs.
Albert Bazzell; two
FRESNO, Calif. (AP)
That theory wouldn't munity has accepted
stepsons, Max Manning — They race through inwash with the 175 them," Whipple said.
and Bobby Manning; tricate clusters of tiny
paralyzed people who "They don't, need our
one sister, Mrs. John B. flags — forward through came to Fresno, Calif., competition. We have
Watson; two the red ones, backward
(Agnes
recently to compete in three archers combrothers. J.C. Kemp through the blue.
the annual California peting in the Olympic
and Fred Kemp: three. _ They careen up and
Wheelchair Games. trials."
grandchildren; five down wooden ramps They "ran" races in
Whbelchair athletes
stepgrandchildren; and barriers, some their wheelchairs, they
three great- gliding across with swam and took on the such as Bob Gibson are
delicate finesse as they arduous slalom course as serious about their
grandchildren.
speed on to the finish as intent on winning as events as those with
line, others bouncing any athlete with two good legs.
over, disrupting their good legs.
Gibson took this
rhythm.
"We're introducing semester off from
They're wheelchair wheelchair athletes as studies at Arizona State
athletes "running" a real athletic people who and moved to Las Vegas
slalom. Like its counter- train hard, compete to train under Barbara
The funeral for Mrs. part on the ski slopes,
hard," said Michael Chambers, considered a
Ethel Nelson is today at the event requires exWhipple, the organiza- top coach of wheelchair
1 p.m. in the chapel of traordinary coordina-- tion's
executive athletes. He finished sethe Collier Funeral tion and timing combindirector.
cond in 100 meters at the
Home. Benton. Jim ed with strength and
"The disability is just national championships
Phillips and Lake Riley speed.
something they have."
last year.
are officiating.
But these men and
Gradually, the naBurial will follow in women are paraplegics
"You lift weights all
tion's best wheelchair
tIle Fairdealing and quadriplegics with athletes
but this is the time
year,
in some events
Cemetery.
legs that are useless and are being allowed to of year when you get
Mrs. Nelson, 97, Rt. 1.. arms that have varying
compete with non - down to heavyduty
Benton, died Sunday at degrees of mobility,
said.
paralyzed athletes, training," Gibson
1:45 p.m. at Calvert Ci- depending on their level
Whipple noted. In table
"There's definitely a
ty Convalescent Center.
of paralysis.
tennis, three wheelchair lot of technique combinShe was the widow of
They're people who competitors are na- ed with a lot of
Lex Nelson and a aren't supposed to be
strength," he added.
tionally ranked.
memb-er of the able to do the things
Entries for the ar- "The upper body was
Fairdealing Church of other people do —
chery competition were not made to have both
Christ.
especially compete as down this year because arms do the same thing
Survivors include two athletes.
"the able-bodied com- at the same time" such
daughters. Mrs. Lois
Clutts and Mrs. Sue
Darnall; four sons,
Robert Nelson, Loyd
Nelson, Marvin Nelson
and Taz Nelson; and a
half brother, Amos
Camomot was one of
PALM BEACH, Fla. school to take the exam.
York, all of Benton.
22
commitgraduates of foreign
earlier
an
At
Florida
Fifteen grand- (AP) — The
children, 30 great- Board of Medical Ex- tee meeting, Camomot medical schools who
grandchildren and 17 aminers has granted a said he wants to move to asked the board Saturgreat-gre--at- medical license to a Florida because in Ken- day for licensing by engrandchildren also Kentucky- doctor who tucky he must drive 250 dorsement, which
holds a degree from a miles each day from his allows anyone with a
survive.
foreign medical school Louisville home to his license in another state and flunked the U.S. trailer office in rural to be granted a Florida
hi6d1cat 11conNing-test Ii Tennessee, where he -license:
was able to earn a
times before passing.
- Some also asked to
Wigberto Camomot, license.
On weekends, he take the FLEX exam,
Mrs. Minnie Oliver, 44, told the board he
82. died Monday at 1:10 can't practice in Ken- drives 80 miles beyond which if they pass,
p.m. at the Long Term tucky because a state the office to work in a would make them a
Care Unit of the law prohibits licensing West Virginia hospital.
licensed doctor.
Murray-Calloway Coun- of anyone who fails the
ty Hospital.
national FLEW test
Her,
_ _ husband, Earl more than three times.
Lee Oliver, died Oct. 30.
Florida has no such
1983. She was a member law and panel members
of the New Providence said Saturday they were
Church Of Christ.
legally bound to license
Mrs. Oliver is surviv- Camornot by endorseed by one son, Jerry ment, since-he is licensSmith. and two grand- ed in Tennessee and
children, Sharron Smith West Virginia.
and Lisa Smith, Grand
Camomot said he failRapids, Mich,
ed the test 11 times
Blalock -Coleman because he was working
Funeral Home will be in so hard and had waited
charge of funeral and too long after attending
1981 Chevette
burial arrangements.
a Philippines medical

worked in the Justice
Department, who advised him to notify the FBI.
DeLisio, his wife,
Carol, and their
daughter, Amy, 13,
spent much of the night
reading the briefing
papers.
When he was unable
to contact Mrs. Preble
the next day, DeLisio
called FBI agents, who
picked up the papers
and sent them to
Washington for
analysis.
But two weeks later,
DeLisio was reprimanded by school officials for
notifying the FBI before
Mrs. Preble.
As for Kristin, despite
her noteworthy contribution, she got a 'B'in
the course.
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Wheelchair athletes competitive

Mrs. Nelson's
funeral rites
today. chapel

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

as propel wheelchair
wheels forward or
backward as fast as
possible.
Disabled people have
to improve their mental
out400k before they can
compete in wheelchair
athletics and improve
their physical
capabilities, said Whipple, a recreation
therapist before he was
paralyzed in an accident
six years ago. He has
swum in wheelchair
games but quit competing to attend school
and run the
organization.
"A lot of people still
sit home and say they
can't do that or don't
want to look like fools,"
he said. "But others try
it and get hooked. It's
just getting them out of
the house • and getting
started."

1 00

New Prescriptions and Transferred Prescriptions
With This Coupons

BEL-AIR DECOR
Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

MAKE
LAWN
WORK
A PUSH
License granted on 12th try OVER

4.
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Mrs_. _(Nlyer _
dies Monday
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Hy-Klas Paint Sale
1200 Oil Base
House Paint Exterior
Reg. Price $23.95
Sale

Our 21" Hi-Vac' push
mower works hard so
you can take it easy.
For this isa SNAPPER.Its powerful patented Hi-Vae system
sets up grass for a
smooth and even cut.
Its great versatility
through special optional attachments gives -.
you lawn care advantages all year long.
So when it comes to
lawn work, take it easy.
See your SNAPPER
dealer today.
a snap with

silLE

Sale $ 135°
•

410.

White Only

Exterior Latex 2 Gal. 1268
Reg. $32.95

A dtvis,on 0 Fuqua Industnes

Sale $2395
On Sale Now At Lowest Prices In 10 Years

NOT.-CK AW LLCOV

INGS

SALE
4

SEE YOUR YELLOW PAGES
FOR THE SNAPPER
DEALER NEAREST YOU

PREPASTED

••••.,„

RENTAL SALES

Kik STUMP REMOVAL

$'1 595

Farm & Ranch Oil Base
House Paint Exterior
Reg. Price $17.95

IT S A SNAP TO
OWN A SNAPPER
TODAY WITH OUR
REVOLVING CREDIT PLAN

$41 00 43 50
$31. 00 39 00

OFF

CENTER

We ran remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground
435 4343 or 135 4319
Haul Pit Coapel
We N

$6-$8-$10
Per Double
Roll
HURRY WHILE
SALE LASTS!

$19 01111,14
$40 00•41 511

I

For
Father's Day
Ties

GRAHAM Et JACKSON

You'll Find It
At...

For Men & Young Men
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Swimwear and
Shorts

1 12 Price

With Purchase of
Dress Shirt

u

4.6 urRingllain

Traditional Clothing For Men. Women & Boys .
Dixieland Center, Murray

Sport Shirts 20% Off

20% Off
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